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G. Johnson will take charge of
the Roy Theater Friday morning

and their first show will be
The program
Saturday night.
is "Hells Crater" a five reel
feature also a reel of Charlie
Chaplin or Fatty Arbuckle.
They will run for a few weeks
in the present location a new
locatbn not decided yet.
'
Their aim is to get in the Rator
Dawson circuit and show the
same pictures as shown at these
places.
Arrangements are baing considered for enlarging the power
plant and increasing the light
power so they can show with the
same candle power as Dawson
and other places.
...

-

baby boy arrived at the
home of Walter Ross last week. t
Another addition to the Democratic Party, "May their tribe
H?A

increase".

Base Ball
. The Roy Base Ball Team will
play the Tucumcari team on the
Roy diamondJSunday.
Tucumcari'1 Fourth Annual
Round-UAugust 20th. 21st,
'22nd 1919.
$5.000.00 in cash
prizes.
this is going to
The round-ube one of the biggest in history,
and Tucumcari wants to everybody there, for it is going to
.''Some Doins".
;
' You cannot afford to miss this
for the, riders
Big Round-Up- ,
such as Bugger Red and all the
Hotel rates,
famous riders.
restaurant rates and etc, will be
reasonable with no "Sting"
simply because the doingsjare on.
Write now for and make your
hotel reservations.
p

p
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Melville Floershei'ii lefj; for
California Suniay for a two
weeks vacation.
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Professor of Law at Harvard Uirt
versity Gives His Views
on Ratification
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F. 8. Brown is home again

Co.
ThQ well drill has arrived and
Mr. Bagwell 3 on the jod with

two mm getting ready to drill
for that long needed city Well.
Alex Holmes is here visiting
his parents. He has been agent
at Montoya and is on his aca.
'
tion.
came down
Dick Diettrich
from Dawson Monday and is
helping with the harvest.
R. F. Moore of Mosquero, was

in town Wednesday on business
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T. M. Ogden and wife, Geo
Lucas, wife and son were the
Sunday guests of L. A. Brown
and daughter.
and
"Buster" Woodward
family recently of Arizona are
visiting the parental Canon home
Everyone in this neighborhood is
very busy harvesting their wheat
crop,

recount of so much other
work we are unable to set all the
Liberty news this week.
On

Mr. Rqven Bean has purchased
the dairy herd and milk supply
route from Mr. S. N. Brewer and
has assumed charge of the
business since last week.
He
has a fine little herd of dairy
cows at Laguna Seca Ranch, two
miles out and has a good business
in supplying town people with
fresh milk.
Many persons
bought cows during the time we
were without a regular milkman
but the business will soon increase. We were in error recently in reporting Mrs. Raven
Bean as being a sister to George
Ray, as she is not and George
says it was not fair to the lady to
say she war,.

j

Wars which swept Europe like a
consuming Are. At the conclusion ol
every one of those wracking' waia
the statesmen of an exhausted
Europe, sincerely anxious to guarantee and secure the future peace
g
of the world, concluded
treaties, by which the map of Europa
was substantially remade, in the full
belief that the formula had at last
been found for a permanent and enduring peace. Yet each peace proved
as transitory as the one which preceded It; and at the beginning of
the twentieth century wo have found
ourselves once again plunged, quite
against the wishes of the great
majority of mankind, into a cataclysmic struggle, recalling all the
savagery- - of the Thirty Years' War
three centuries before.
Cause and effect ar changeless
and eternal; can any one who reads
history truly doubt but that it wo
conclude a peace today, no different
In substance or structure from the
Peace of Murister of 1648, the Treaty
of Utrecht of 1713, or the Treaty of
Vienna of 1S15, it will be only a
question of time till wo are once
again engulfed in an even more terrible woild war than that through
which we have Just .passed? If the
Treaty of 1919 does no more than
to rearrange boundaries and Impose
indemnitros, if It allowsuhe continuation of the old international lawlessness, and fails to organise international society into an ordiered
community of striies, there can ba
no mistaking the fact that all the
agony of the past four 'years will
have been largely In vain; for as
surely as night follows day, within
a measureable period of time wo
shall have to face the same agony
epoch-makin-

,

dom of action and liberty of life.

This
principle is
clearly tiue of international, no less
than of national life. If within thf
family of nations there is no method
of restraining or keeping invcheck
the criminal state, if every nation is
tree to follow its unbridled and chauself-evide-

vinistic ambitions, no people can be
free to follow its own chosen destiny and desires. Under the system
of international
lawlessness which
has prevailed in the past there
has been in fact no real freedom or
national independence.
Prussia complained that sho dare not disarm because she feared the French war of
revanche; France was forced against
her will to adopt a burdensome system of military conscription because
of Prussia's army.
Nations which
wanted peace were compelled to
build huge navies and burden their
populations with heavy taxes in preparation for war. No nation was muster even within its own house. The
increase in tho military budget of a
neighbor state forced an increase in
the home budget, quite apait from
home desires. A Balkan quarrel in
which America on tin other side of
the world had little interest finally
g
resulted in forcing
America into the sacrifice qf countless of her men and of her money,
peace-lovin-

what" No land., no treasure, no economic privileges. To gain
freedom to work
freedom alone,
out a nation's own destiny unimpeded
by the sinister designs and selfish
ambitions of other peoples. There is
only ono way in which such freedom
can be obtained. Only through somo

enormous consequencus
rtorrPd upnn tho immediate rectify-in;- ;
of this gross misunderstanding as
trr thiv article which is the backbone
of the whole covenant.
Lrt it be remembered, military
to external aggression Is to
be "hh last agency, not tho first one,
tiwl ' Each nation is now to be its
lr.f.')'or's keeper and should help in
the jrreat work of forestalling and
Economic pressure
trouble.
A nation
!s to bo the first deterrent.
that wiH not sond its case to court,
that bogifli on external aggresfdon, will
in the flhrt place know that not a "ship
will entrft- - its ports, not a railroad car
If
line.
or telegram pass
enmplctri)oyoott ' fails, then a small
quota'of :f;oldifers may be requisitioned
from eaflíi country, but only when bur
representative on the council vote9 for
We can never be compelled to
it.
send oiirtroppR ajalnst our will.
Those Serrt will be volunteers, ' not
sonscrirts,': and' they will .simply stop
They .will', not conquer
aggression
or contfnuo piinlshment.
not) inore,
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ceases.")
Let Americans refuse to.be" fooled
by fcpeoióus "árguments at this most
critical time. The question Is, shall a
men in"the
fraction of the ninety-si- x
American Senate- prevent world 'organization and the beginning "of the
end of external aggression and frus-t- j
",!
jte he world's boye?-- .;.
LUCIA AMES MEAD.'

Mrs. Ernest Leatherman and
spent a few days
Land Owners in Iowa are last week,
the guest of Mrs. I. S.
forced to boost rent to $20. an Ogden,
near Solano.
acre for next year in "order to
meet the high cost of everything
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wilicox
and get returns on their $250. an
Wednesday for a ten day'3
left
acre land. This' can but mean
visit
with relatives in Colo.
that many renters will have to
quit the game there and a ht of
J. E. Wildman has donned
good .farmers will be' forced out
there. Why don't we get busy s:raw hat and jeans and Joined
and get a lot of them here"here the ranks of the wheat harvest'
they can have a chance to use ers. He is the sort that is both
their skill and talent as farmers able and willing to do his share.
to some ad vantage for themselves
You probably tioted last week
got out on time and
There is room here for hundreds that the
of good farmers at low rental Lwas just as good as if the editor
or farms' to buy at the pme of a had been át home instead of out
year's' re nt in Io wa.' '
in the wheat fields. You wil
have considerable more of this if
all goes as planned this fall. Ed.
Tom' McGrath, was down from
The S;A, is indebted to W, R.
Mills,' Saturday.
He founds the
Whitman-for
the first mess of
horses he advertised for
grean
beans
we have had this
and has thiem safe-- home
sejn'i It was' accompanied by
again. ..'",
suljae fine lettüQe (rom Jijs garden
and is'áppreciated especially beJames Sullivan has moved cause of the friendship and
again. His address is now East thoughtfulness
which prompted
Clarkeburg, W. Va.
the gift.
son Raymond

last-wee-

,

'

E. A. Lewis shipped out four
cars of cattle Sunday to Denver
from his ranch on Red River.

C. F. Wright wants his S-international organization of society
at Clovis, N. M. where he and
to suppress and curb the unjust and
his wife went recently to join a
oppressive aggression of large states
again.
upon small or of combinations of the
The rain Friday and Saturday threshing crew. He is getting
International lawlessness may have criminally minded upon the law abid- stopped harvesting wheat for
big wages as a separator man
suited- wc'.l enough at a timo when ing, only thus can national freedom
several days and rendered the and she is in charge of a "Cook
states were in fact
and . d liberty ever come.
insulated units. But t
time has
fields so muddy as to make shack" at a big salary they
FRANCIS BOWES SAYRE,
passed.
Whether wo like it or no,
harvesting difficult this week.
expect to clean un a thousand
Assistant Professor of Law,
internationalism has come in fact.
University.
Much wheat has 'been lodged dollars this fall between them.
Harvard
Since the Industrial Revolution some
great nations
iave
where the straw is long and
transformed
themselves from agricultural into
there will be some loss in conse - ' The rain that m,lkes t difficult
great industrial communities; the THE BUGABOO
ABOUT ARTICLE X (juence but much of it was green to harvest the wheat is making a
very existence of these nations depends upan the uninterrupted interenough to be benefitted rather record corn crop .and insuring
national exchange of their manuthan in jured by the rain.
We have
all summer crops.
(Boston Herald, June 17)
factured goods for raw products and
prospect
for
If England were cut off
foodstuffs.
never seen a better
A dangerous misconception has exfrom international intercourse today
Taylor Browning is hoitn for Corn in any state of the middle
sho would starve inside of a few isted from tho start in the minds of
inThey
Morally and psychologi- many Americans r.s to what is
months.
harvest and is a welcome addition west than we have here in
volved in Article 10 of the Covenant
I fields that have
been
properly
cally, no less than economically, nato the header crew that gets him
trons have ceased to bo isolatd of the League of Nations, to which
says, "it is There is a phce for a young man tended.
units. Tho national Prussian theory article Senator Johnson
any American can
of the State, and tho Prussian belief unthinkable that
of his siza and ability with ir.ost
that might is a force of more' prac- lubscribe."
Harry N. Wilicox left Satur
This article says: "Tho members of any crea.
tical value than right, has borno its
day
for his home in Denver after
International fiuitaga in tho wreckage the league undertake to respect and
....
t
TIT
IT
IT".!
n
r.ggres-sioas
against
preserve
external
spent visiting His tr.cie vv. n. ni.icox
of homos all around tho world. Tho
Tho Editor of the
the territorial integrity and exBolshevism of Ilunsia is the vital
last week with tho Header crew here.
concern of America on the opposite isting political independence of all
of
Henry Farr, and got by withof
league.
case
of
In
the
members
hemisphere. Dependency and interMrs. N. S. Brewer and son,
any such aggression or in case of out getting tired.
play of nation upon nation constiWe are trying
tutes an actual internationalism that threat of danger of such aggression, it again this week and intend to left for California Saturday.
will not be denied; and if we will the council shall advise on the moan3
Its a man's job
have our law accord with the exist b which this obligation shall be ful- ?e3 it through.
This week has been a rather
filled."
ing facts which have temporarily outanywhere about the outfit Lut it
S-office and
distanced it, we must develop in our
This means simply and solely that is enthus-into se? the ripe busy Week in the
law as real an internationalism. external aggression must end.
It
much
to
have
wheat taken from the field and we will not be able
Otherwise, our international
law does not mean that boundary lines exworking
will be and can be only futile theory, isting today or existing whenever the put in the
at the rate of nevs, for only one man
with no power to control actual conaggression occurs must be maintained. three or four acres an hour.
it is some job.
duct; for no' law which is out oí Nothing exists in the covenant which
the
This week will see most of
accord with existing facts can prove provides for the maintenance' of the
Postmaster Johnson is getting
a real factor in human development
status quo. The fr'amers of the cov- earlyvheat in the stick and
He broke
If the reforo there is to be such a enant had no such abs-urnotion that several crews will disband o the some auto experience.
thing in the future as International a growing, constantly changing world
6" the
"Saxon
his
on
axle
a
rear
serious
law, there must be some legal organshould be rigidly preserved as it ex- scarcity of help will not be
- and has waited
Solano,4th
at
ization of international society; in ists when the treaty is signed. Thera after this week.
some form or other there must be a are numerous ways in which changes
two weeks for a repair which
League of Nations.
can be made without aggression: by
him over $8. besides the
cost
Mora county was the first
Paradoxical as it may seem, free- purchase, interchange, or some kind
of putting it in.
work
dom can come only through law. of amicable agreement, especially if countv in the state to oversubbarlike the same part of
economic
looks
of
by
removal
preceded
It
Tho absolute individual freedom
scribe its quota in the Fifth
There is only one way by Liberty
which the anarchist dreams of in a riers.
costs $2.50.
that
Ford
a
Loan.
society without government is in fact which changes cannot (be mac's that
When
a logical impossibility; because the is, by external aggression.
removal of all restraint by the social Senator Johnson asks, "Are ye ready,
organization could only mean that the Americans to, pledge your sons and
liberty of each would be put at the vour sons' scni to maintain and
for all time the present governmercy of eveiy other Individual who
O. W Hearn will preach at Roy Sunday Evening on the
cared to rob, or plunder or wreck ment of the Utile nations we are setIs conjuring up
Europe?"
up
ha
ting
in
- "Si.te Guards of American Democracy".
subjectanother's homo. It is only by curbproposal never in tha
ing the
and criminal im- a ridiculous
The Basket Dinner will be postponed until Aug. 10th.
pulses of all that each member of minds of the framsrs of tho covenant.
Radicals and reactionaries alike have
-
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Barney Mitchell and family of
Dawson visited tha parental
Mitchell home last Sunday.

his 320

who came here recently
from
Oklahoma, for a cash
M
1
Vt cor
consideration of $15.00 per acre
p.nrriF'; V.
and' will give possession this fall.
roo, píck
Ta
Mr. Anderson has at last admittOne of tho striking facts about the
m ivv:
? i
fl
Huí
jk
V
i
j
seved that he is growing too old to
International history of tho past
eral hundred years i3"the clocklike
farm after more than sixty years
regularity with which at the beginf
continuous labor and the rearing
ning ' of each century cataclysmic
of a large family and he will reworld wars have broken out and
tire and take--it easy in future.
'
threatened the onward march of civí
' .
This is one of the best farms
i
ilU
1
i't
,n
ti
ilization, in ipite of the contrarj
the mesa, well located and is
on
desires of the great mass of the
worth
more money than the purworld'a people. At tho beginning (A
price.
chase
We congratulate
the seventeenth century it was the
Mr.
on
Williers
his choice of a
t
bloody Thirty Years' War which
predict
is
and
location
best
it
the
Europa like a plague; at the
Mrs. Paul Plank was operated
buy he ever made.
beginning of tho eighteenth century
it was the long struggle between Louis
upon
Mr.
old
at the Plumlee hospital last
Williers is an
friend of
the community can attain that securstnmWod over this plain statement
XIV and the Allied States of Europe; ity and freedom from
Monday.
wickedly,
somo
of
of
She is reported as reT. R. Pint and has been stopping
thom
intolerable in- ami some
at the beginning of the nineteenth terference which makes possible free- tWm lenorantly. read Into It what is
hjm
covering
nicely.
qt &
with
Napoleonic
It' was the
1

tl-a-

after spending several day3 at
different places in the interest
of the NortiiEasteru N. M. Oil

sold

Business Change

acre farm a mile east of Roy
Saturday to Mr. G. Williers and

v

tfV'Wf'Lfofer i mi

Number 18

Sells Farm

D

E
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Theatre

Ernest Leatherman and

None, with Charity for All, and with Firmnes in &e Right"
July jo, 1919,
County, New Mexico, Saturday,

't

F. A. Sargent sells

litWTPIP A Tl

A

falice toward
ROY,

Volume XVI.

S Oí

Christian Church

anti-soci-

Bennie Branch, Chief clerk at
the Roy Post Office, is out
'.'Heaving wheat" with T. R.
Pint's header crew. Mrs. Johnson is substituting for him till
his return.
The Base Ball game Sunday
with Dawson was called off On
account of the rain and mud and
the excessive expense of getting
them here.
The boys have decided to play
local teams until they can get
practical arrangements for some
big games later when times are
not so busy.
The Santa Fe New Mexican
simply cant help getting light
sometimes.
F'rinstance when
is says editorially that the Senators represent "The Interests".
How clear to our heart is the
steady subscriber
Who pays in advandce at the
birth of each year.
Who lays down the money and
does it quite gladly,
And casts round the office a
halo of cheer.
.

He never says ''Stop it; I cannot afford it.
"I'm getting more papers
than now I can read."
But always says: "Send it; our
people all like it
"In fact, we all think it a
help and a need."
How welcome his check when
it reaches our sanctum,
How it makes our pulse throb;
how it makes our heart
dance.
We outwardly thank him; we
inwardly bles him-T- he
steady subscriber- - who
pays in advance.

'
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CHAPTER

XXI-Conti- nued.

14

When Bayard opened the door Clay
swept la like a March gale. He flung
himself at Bayard and clenched his
elbows In his hands and roared :
"Bayard!
Bayard
It's come I
We're rich! We're made! Eureka!
Unoeda! Munitions! Wow! Listen!
The other night while I was trailing
a Job In darkest New Jersey I ran
across a little clue, and a little man
who told me a little secret The
have been getting ready for this
war for years, piling up guns and ammunition for Der Tag.
The other
countries were caught only half ready.
They have stopped the Germans on
the Marne, but they've been using
their shells at such a rate that the
famine Is near. Their only hope Is to
buy supplies of us. They're gclng to
dump enough contracts on this country to furnish about a million dollars
to every citizen. Their agents are
round to distribute contracts quietly.
"The Bethlehem Steel company has
(fathered In a big lot of them, and I
had a tip that the stock was going
to boom ; so are a lot of other stocks.
I'd sell my right arm for a little cash,
But there's no market for detached
right arms, so I used mine to sign up
i few little contracts for placing contracts, and I've plucked them and
brought thcra to you." He broke Into
dance and whirled Bayard off his feet.
Bayord tried to be patient "That's
all very interesting, Clay, but take
pour delusions down to Bellevue,
where they'll put you In the right cell.
What can you or I do with ammunition contracts?"
"Accept 'em, you blamed ljlt! Open
op your old ehut-u- p
factory and get
1

Ger-ma-

pussy-footin-

g

busy."
"We have no machinery
ammunition."

"Get

it

for

making

then, or adapt your

ma-

chinery! They need millions of each
article, for there are millions of men
In the field using up what they've got
o fast that it's only a matter of
weeks before they'll be desperate."
Bayard began to see the scheme
also the obstacles. "But it takes
money to make those things. Where
will we get the cash for the pay rolls
and the raw materials?"

"From the banks! The banks are
bursting pen with idle money it's
rotting on their hands !"
Bayard went aglow with the realization of the opportunity. He began to
tremble at the vision of the sudden
avalanches of wealth pouring down
the bleak mountains of despair. He
could hear the roar of the Niagaras
of gold.
Daphne and Leila came rushing
from concealment,
Clay's beatitude
was so complete that he forgot his resentments and kissed them both.
Bayard was frantic to be at work.
He resolved to telephone the president of his company at once and lay
the matter before him. Leila cannlly
advised Bayard to grasp the whip
hand of the situation and keep
She
began to dance about the room like
a Mirlara celebrating the passage of
the Red sea.
"The first thing we'll do," she said,
"will be to get my Jewelry out of the
pawnshop and the second will be to
buy some more. And, oh, the dresses
and the hats I"
This asserted a sobering effect on
Bayard. "No," he announced. "We've
gone through hades once because I
Rambled away my reserves. This time
I'm going to get a big reserve before
I spend a cenj. I'll never risk another
ordeal like the - one we've been
through.
No more fractures of the
Thirteenth for me I"
Leila laughed.
Bnyard went to the telephone to
start the wheels of the factory In motion by summoning the president to
Council.
He pnused to ask: "He'll
want to know who the foreign agent
!s you are dealing with? Or are there
several? Who shall I say?"
"Wetherell," said Clay.
The great Skoda gun that suddenly
one day dropped a monster shell In
Dunkirk twenty miles off could hnrdly
have caused more stupefaction than
the name of Wetherell detonating In
that room.
Daphne snatched her hand from
Clay's. Bayard sprang up so sharply
that he almost threw Leila forward
on her face. Instinctively he caught
her by the arm and saved her from
falling.
But Instantly he flung her
arm from him In a gush of disgust.
Clay gaped at the tableau In bewilderment.
He had not dreamed that
any of the three had ever beard of
Wetherell. He could not imagine the
bitterness the name involved.
"Will some kind friend please tell
me what all the excitement is about?"
This was not easy. Who wanted to
tell Clay that Leila had just been accused of neglecting her husband and
ber own duties for the society of this
very Wetherell? Leila herself was
the one that told him.
"Look here, Bydle," Leila cooed
and billed, "don't you think you've
done enough? You've shown me that
you don't trust toe and you've ordered
Mr. Wetherell never to come near me
gata,
that wough without beg

it

ta't

garing us all for spite? What else
Is it but cheap, nasty spite?"
"It's a great deal more than spltfe,"
Bayard groaned. "Do you think I'll
accept favors from a man who has
been courting you and got caught at
It? Td rather starve!"
"Well, I wouldn't!" Leila averretf.
And
"And I'm not going to starve.
I'm not going to let you commit barl-kaon Wetherell's doorstep Just to
spite him. I tell you again, once for
all, there was nothing wrong In Wetherell's behavior, absolutely nothing.
It's outrageous that you should accuse
me of such horrible things."
So Bayard was coerced Into having
his life saved by his enemy. It was
one thing, however, to consent to deal
with Wetherell, and another to devise
a tolerable reconciliation.
"Well," Bayard sighed, "beggars
can't be choosers. If I'd saved my
money I shouldn't have to take Wetherell's money."
Bayard called up the president of
his company at the office. His oration
made a huge success. Bayard began
to smile to himself, to wink at the
spectators, and finally to share in the
apparent rapture of his distant

rl

ear-to-ea-

The end of the matter was that when
Bayard left the telephone he was a
new man. He had cunningly raised
his chief's hopes to the highest degree, yet withheld the name of the
English agent He explained that he
Intended to take Leila's advice and
use his knowledge as a lever for his
own advancement and Clay's.
Clay and Bayard sat down to make
figures, and the talk grew too technical for the women to endure. After
hearing the first music of Bayard and
Clay chanting In hundreds of thousands of dollars Daphne stole out unheeded and went up to her own room.
Mr. Chlvvls was sitting by a window in mournful idleness.. Mrs. Chlvvls was stitching away at her embroidery. She was cheerful for her.
She told Daphne that she had found
a market for her needlework ; the
prices were poor but they were real.
She advised Daphne to get to work
with her.
Daphne had not the courage to say
that her brother and her betrothed
were about to become plutocrats. She
said only that she was very tired.
And there is no more exhausting drain
on the nerves than their response to
unexpected good news. It Is more
fatiguing than bad. She was surprised and shocked, too, to find how
snobbish she was all of a sudden
about the petty earnings of a Chlwis.
CHAPTER

XXII.

In those days the United States of
America suddenly woke to the fact
that they could pull themselves out
of bankruptcy by helping the benighted states of Europe Into it.
There were sudden geysers of fortune and sudden collapses of failure.
As In bonanza times, many were ruined, while the few prospered. But
Clay and Bayard seemed to touch
nothing that did not turn to gold.
Bayard had gained Immense prestige

When Daphne heard this she had In a lot. That's one reason he has
to sit down to keep from falling down, been kept down so. He never could
Bayard resuscitated her with a check get ahead. That was what we were
for a thousand dollurs. It meant
nothing more to her than abraca
dabra. The whole Incredible altera
Hon was a fairy story to her. She
made a faint attempt to refuse the
gift but Bayard forced it back into
her palm and closed her fingers on It
She repaid Bayard with kisses till
she lost count and embraces till they
both lost breath. Then she borrowed
from hint enough cash to pay her
bill with the, Chlvvlses.
Daphne could not wait for the elevator. She ran up several flights of
stain, scratched the door with her
palsied latchkey and flung herself
Into Mrs. Chlvvls' arms and kissed
ber even Mrs. Chlvvls. Her apology
was the money for the bill. She flaunted before her the check bearing the
heavenly legend commanding the Fifth
Avenue bank to "pay to Daphne Kip
or order one thousand - and no hundredths dollars" on penalty of Incur-In- g
the displeasure of "Bayard Kip."
Mrs. Chlvvls handled the parchment
with reverence, and permitted her
husband to touch it It might have
been one of the golden leaves of the
sacred Book of Mormon, and she a
sealed wife of Brigham himself.
"What are you planning to do with
all this?" she said at length.
"I don't know," said Daphne. "What
would you suggest?"
"You were planning to go Into business. Why not use this as capital?"
"Fine! What business ought I to
start banking? or battleship building, or what?"
"There's embroidery," said Mrs.
moss-grow-

saving up for to get a little capital.
And then the war came along and we
had to spend our savings. That same
war has made your brother so rich
that he could give you a small fortune.
I don't believe you could do better
than to put that Into a business."
"Neither do II" Daphne cried.

"Let's!"
CHAPTER

XXIII.

n

Daphne was going to be independ-

ent but she was still all

woman when
came to the selection of her special
trade. She would be a business woman, but she would do a woman's business.
There wore ever so many dainties
and, exquisites that she wanted to
hang In her shop. She was going to

it

'

So

Bayard Was Coerced Into Having
His Life Saved by Hie Enemy.

with his firm because of the huge
orders he brought in. He took all
the power that was accorded and
grnsped for more. His most reckless
audacities ,were rewarded with success. He rode a tidal wave and swam
with It so well that all his progress
seemed to be due to his own power.
Bayard astounded Dutilh with the
solutioú of that old account, and with
a cash payment for new gowns in
celebration of his new glory. He did
not forget his own people. He telegraphed his mother a thousand dollars and almost slew her with amazement. He telegraphed his father simply the price of a railroad ticket to
New . York and a peremptory summons to take the first train east,
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Chlvvls.

Daphne had to guffaw at that Mrs,
Chlvvls did not laugh. "I mean it"
she urged ; "think it over."
"All right, I'll think it over."
The novelty of being rich lost its
savor with Leila, and the monotony
of being neglected began to prey upon
her damask soul. She and Daphne
forgot their mutual grievances for
their common grievance.
1&
"That's the trouble with these hus.
bands," Leila grumbled. "When they're
in bad luck you can't lose 'em, and "My Husband Says That You Can't
Make a Lot of Money Without Putwhen they're in good you can't find
ting in a Lot"
em."
"It's the same with fiances," said have a window! With her name on
Daphne.
It! That would be more fun than a
Daphne had the worst of it for
limousine with crest on door.
Leila began to wander again, leaving
Gradually her scheme enlarged. She
Daphne to the society of Mrs. Chlvvls,
shop to the whole
who kept urging her to invest her would devote her
"Boudoir-wear- "
boudoir.
mechanism
of
the
dwindling thousand before it was
was
word
pleased
the
her.
that
gone. But in the environs of noisy
It was In human nature that the
riches the schemes of Mrs. Chlvvls demanded such prolonged labor for such partners should quarrel over a name
minute profit that Daphne remained for the baby before the baby was
born. They spoke of themselves as
cold.
She began to resent Clay's neglect "The Firm."
Finally Daphne, claiming the mamorosely. The few attentions he paid
her only Insulted her; his mind was so jority of the power, voted en bloc for
far away and his heart was all for his "Boudolrwear," and claimed the vicbusiness. He was dazzled by the fierce tory. Mrs. Chivvis surrendered with
white light of success, and he spoke the 'amendment that "Miss Kip"
to Daphne In a kind of drowsy hypno- should be at one side, "Mrs. Chlvvls"
sis. And he spoke Incessantly of the at the other. She bribed the assemdetails of his business, or his gam- bly by promising that a cousin of hers,
blings. He could not see how deaf a young artist living in the Washingshe was to the very vulgar fractions ton Mews, should paint a pretty signAfter
of his speculations, or the mad arith- board on a swinging shingle.
metic of his commissions. She yawned many designs had been composed and
In his face when he grew eloquent destroyed they agreed on this legend :
on the dynamics of wealth, the higher
philosophies
And he
of finance.
BOUDOHtWEAR
never knew. He kissed her good-bEverything for the Boudoir.
as .If he were kissing a government
Exquisite Things for Brides.
bond,. safe and quiet and all his own.
MRS. CHIVVIS.
MISS KIP.
After one of Clay's visits Mrs. Chlv-Vi- s
found Daphne In a brown study.
Mrs. Chlvvls explained her own afThe cousin painted it well and illufairs; and Daphne was so exhausted
with the sultry problems of love that minated it with elaborate lntlals and
Mrs. Chlvvls' business gossip was com- an allegorical figure of a young lady
In Cubist negligee. It had the tradipletely refreshing.
"I've been down to the Woman's ex- tional charm of a tavern board. In
change," she said, "trying to sell some fact, their shop was to be a tavern for
of my needlework.
They were very women in search of sartorial refreshnice about It but It means a terrible ment
Troubles mustered about them as
amount of labor for a pittance of
money. You have to pay them so weeds shove up in a garden faster
much a year for the privilege of put- than they can be plucked out Exting your things on sale there. Then penses undreamed of materialized In
they don't guarantee to return it in swarms. Everything was delayed exgood condition, and they don't guaran- cept the demands for their money.
box, like a sort of pertee to sell It ; or If they do they charge The petty-cas- h
verted fairy purse, emptied itself as
you 20 per cent for their end of it.
"I couldn't see any profit in that, so fast as It was filled.
The - petty 'cash was the least of
I went to one of the Jobbers. He suid
my style of work brought good prices their dismay. The grand cash was the
They, had stitched
In the big stores. But they won't pay main problem.
their fingers full of holes and piled up
him much and he'll pay me less.
"I was thinking
There's money reams of fabrics, but the total was
in these things and In all sorts of pathetically tiny.
needle things if you have a little capiOne thing was Instantly demontal."
strated. They must give up their plan
"That's different," said Daphne. or go Into debt Indeed, they already
"And I've got some capital now. Do were In debt.
you remember suggesting to me once
"We've got to take the plunge," said
that we might go into business to- Daphne. "I'd rather die than go on
gether you to furnish the brains and paying a year's rent for an empty
shop."
I the money?"
"Oh, I didn't put It that way 1"
"I know," Mrs. Chlvvls fretted,
"Anyway, it's true. Well, would gnawing her thin Hps, "but it's a risk.
you?"
You'd better ask your. brother."
"Land's sake! If you're a mind to
'No!" Daphne stormed. "I'm going
furnish the money and the ideas and to win out on my own. Poor Bayard
let roe count the pennies, I'd like noth- is too busy td be bothered with my
ing better."
troubles. He doesn't know I have any.
"Great! What could we go into?" And Leila Is so busy with her social
"What would you prefer?"
business that she never asks me what
"Oh, any old business that will I'm up to.
keep me busy and make a lot of
"But what are we to do?" Mrs.
money."
Chlwis wailed. "We can't go on with
"My husband says that you can't our stock, and you have no money
make a lot of money without putting left and I hado't any to start with."
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"There's only one thing to do,"
Daphne answered, with a sphlnxlc
solemnity.
"Buy on credit It's a
case
nothing venture, nothing gain ;
SHOULD TAKE
nothing purchase, nothing sell I nothing borrow, nothing pay. The only
way i to get out of debt Is to go in
deeper like getting a fish hook out of
your thumb."
t
Mrs. Chlvvls suffered herself to be Nothing Like Plain
Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
persuaded. They visited the wholeto Increase Strength, Vigor
salers and the Jobbers and were well
and Nerve Force.
received, having paid cash before
and, thanks to Mr. Chlwis' suggestion,
Judging: from the countless preparation!
having been astute enough to demand and treatments which are continual! being advertised for the purpose of making
discount for cash.
thin people fleshy, developing arms, neetc
And now the motortrucks and the and bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
angles oy tne,
delivery wagons and the cyclecars and
curved
soft
lines ot health
the messenger boys began to pour
beauty,
and
stock into the little shop. It was pleasthere are evidently thou-- ,
ant not to have to pay for things,
sands
of men
though the tips were reaching alarmand w o n a
who keenly;
ing proportions, and the bundle of bills
feel their exi
for future settlement grew and grew.
cesslva thin- -,
ness.
Mrs. Chlvvls made a list of .their
Thinness and.
debts and tried to show It to Daphne,
weakness ara,
often
due to.
but she stopped her eyes and ears and
forbade any discussion that would
nerves.
Our
need;
bodies phosquench her spirit
more
In the swirl of her tasks Daphne
phate than
contained
ia
almost forgot Clay WImburn. She L
foods.)
modern
......
i.wm-- )
. c
.
was too busy to care much. She had
HAMILTON,
GEORGIA
f
no time to mourn. Clay was only one
nothing that will supply this deficiency,
among a myriad regrets, and his af- so well as
the organic phosphate known,
druggists as
fairs could wait Her business needs among
which Is inexpensive and la sold by most
could not.
all druggists under a guarantee of satisBy feeding the
Clay did not come near her. He faction or money back.supplying
the body
nerves directly and by
spent a lot of money trying to get her cells with the necessary phosphoric food;
producá
should
elements,
on
deal
good
off his mind. He got a
a welcome transformation in the appears
his conscience, but not Daphne off his ance; the Increase In weight frequently,
astonishing.
mind. He longed for her especially, being
Increase in weight also carries with It,
too, because there came a sudden dis- a general Improvement In the health.
Nervousness, sleeplessness and lack of
aster to his schemes. He was not so energy,
which nearly always accompany,
rich as he had been. Indeed, he could excessive thinness, should soon disappear,1
eyes
ought to brighten, and pala
dull
all.
not be sure that he was rich at
cheeks glow with the bloom of perfect,
Any day might smother him with health. Miss Georgia Hamilton, who was
thin, and frail, reporting her own
bankruptcy. This fear kept him from once
experience, writes:
has
Daphne, too.
brought about a magic transformation
15 pounds and never
gained
with
me.
I
The bouncing munition stocks that before felt so well."
were known as "war babies" had abIs.
Although
CAUTION:
for relieving nervousness
ruptly fallen into a decline. The sub- unsurpassed
sleeplessness and general weakness, It
marine thut torpedoed the Lusltanla should not, owing to Its tendency to InJ
weight, be used by anyone who,
shattered Wall street's joy, threw the crease
does not desire to put on flesh.
dread of war Into the United States,
and set every one to questioning the
Why the Father Boasts.
problem of revenge and its cost.
"I have a very sensible boy."
The slump In the market came at
"All fathers think that."
the most unfortunate moment for Bay"I know, but I can prove that my,
ard and Clay. Any moment of slump, son is above the average in wisdom."!

'

,

Indeed, would have come most untimely for their ventures.
"Kip and Chivvis" were making a
picnic ground of the shop. Behind the
windows they laughed and
debated on arrangements and price
tags and show cards.
Mr. Chivvis, still out of a Job, acted
as maid of all work and stevedore,
and grew so useful that they had to
put him out. And at last the moment
arrived when they declared the shop
open, "raised the curtain," as Daphne
soap-veile-

d

"How so?"

"He doesn't want to

go to

the

Sun-

day school picnic."

Cutlcura Soothes Itching 8calp
On retiring gently rub spots of dan
draff and itching with Cutlcura Ointment. Next morning shampoo with!
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. Make
them your every-da- y
toilet preparations
and have a clear skin and soft, white;
bands. Adv.
"

said.

Quite Ready.
She waited with a stage-frigshe
Teacher Now, Willie, can you menhad not felt in Reben's theater. There tion any creature that belongs to the.
was no lack of temperament in her brute creation?
manner now. But there was no audiWillie Yes'm; my pa does, my ma'
ays.
ence, either.
At night Kip and Chlvvls locked
their doors and went home, discouraged beyond words and dismally
weary in the legs, also In the
s
New Is Ik Tim U Get RU ef lasts Ugly SfsU
which had been kept at an exThere's no loafer the slightest need of feeling
'
pectant tension all day long.
timed of your freckles, is Othtne double,
Occasional
purchases were made, trenitb Is guaranteed to remove
these homely;
pots.
but unimportant. Kip and Chlvvls
Simply
get as ounce of Othlne double
tried to learn what Interested people strength from your druggist, and apply a little
It night and morning and you should soon see
and what did not. They realized that of
that eren the worst freckles hart begun to disthey
too
smile-muscle-

had far
much of certain
things and far too little of others.
They attempted to sell the deadwood
by marking It down ; but it would nol
move.

FRECKLES

appear, while the lighter onea hare vanished
It Is seldom that more than one ounce
Is needed to completely clear the skin and (ala
a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength Othlse,
guarantee of money back
SB this Is sold under
Adv.
If it falls to remove freckles.

"What do the women care for
prices?" Daphne railed. "They are
Paradoxical Sort.
"A doctor Is a queer sort of man."
spending some man's money, anyway,
"Why so?"
They pretend that it's to please him,
"He is most angry and Irritable)
but they know and we know that it'a
when he finds he must have patients."
because they hate each other."
One day a great lady who could
A silver lining may have a copper
hardly squeeze through the dooi
creaked Into the shop and spilled her- cloud.
self Into a startled little chair like a
load of coal. Daphne felt that she was
about to die on their hands or ask for
an ambulance, but she asked instead Nerves All
for an embroidered breakfast gown
Nervousness often comes from weak
kidneys. Many a person who worries
from the window.
over trifles and is troubled with neuMrs. Chlvvls fetched It and the old
rheumatic pains and backache,
ogress clutched It from her, holding it ralgia,
would find relief through a good kidney
up to her nose as if to sniff It, but
remedy. If you have nervous attacks
with headaches, backaches, dizzy spells
really to see It.
and sharp, shooting pains, or if you are
"That's It! That's what I've been
annoyed
by bladder troubles, try
looking for!" she wheezed. "Have you
Doan's Kidney Pills. They have
got much of this sort of thing?"
brought quick benefit in thousands of

Unstrung?

"Oh yes."
"Agh, that's good ! My daughter ia
marrying In some haste a young imbecile who's going over to France to
run an ambulance. I'm Mrs. Romlly."
Mrs. Chlvvls waited unperturbed for
further identification.
Daphne had
never heard of Mrs. Romilly, either,
but she gasped as If she had been saying her prayers at the shrine of Rom.
Illy from childhood and now had been
visited by the patron saint, whom she
had recognized at once, of course.
"Oh yes, of course."
Mrs. Romlllj
was coughing oni
"I've been to several shops, and I was
almost in despair until I saw your
sign. If you could do a few things in
rather a hurry I fancy Í could give
you a large-is- h
order. And If the
things were at all successful, I could
throw quite a little trade your way.
You're rather new, aren't you?"
Daphne assented thnt the firm was
quite new. She brought forward an
order pad and stood at attention.
Mrs. Romilly had trousseaued a
large family of children and several
poor relations. She knew what she
wanted and what she ought to pay for
It and when it should be done. Daphne
took down her, orders as If the little
room were the mere vestibule to an
enormous sweatshop where hundreds
of sempsters would seize the Job and
complete it in a Jiffy.
(TO BE CONTINUED,)
'

Optlmlktlo Thought
' All brave men love ; for
he only is
brave who has affecUoa to fight to

such cases.
Mrs.

A Colorado Case
uasie

Brum-le- y,

Twelfth St.,
Colo., says:
"I had a steady, miserable ache in my
back and dragged
114

Greeley,

.

D

v

a
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tired and discouraged
w uu my nouseworK.
I had Bpells of dizziness and felt weak
and confused for
hours.
My kidneys
were weak and
caused me
a great
, .
..

U IPC m.
"u leei sweuea ana my Doay
became bloated. For three months I
hardly slept at all. I tried Doan's Kidney Pills and soon felt as well as
ever."
Got Dean's at Any Star, SOca Bos
n ,1
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DOAN'S VKV
FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

One Million Five Hundred Thou

and Pounds of Powder for
the Feet
That is what the government sent last
year to make the soldiers' and sailors' feet
comfortable and fit for the kind of war
they, fought and finished.
In Peace and War for over 25 year
Allen's Foot-Ea- se;
the Antiseptic, Healing
Powder for the Feet, to be shaken into the
shoes and Bprinkled in the
has
been the standard remedy for all aching,
swollen, hot, tired feet, blisters and sore
spots and for the instant relief of corns,
bunions and callouses.
Thousands of people sent packages of
Allen's FootEase to their sons, brothers
or sweethearts in the army and navy because they knew from experience that it
would freshen and rest their feet, make
their shoes comfortable and walking easy.
Those who use Allen's Foot-Ea- se
have:
wived their foot troubles.
foot-bat-

THF

Georgette Is In
Favor With All
What did we wear before georgette
crepe was invented? Experiment as
we will with every other material, we
come back to this with Joy and comfort, recognizing the service and beauty few other fabrics offer, notes ft
prominent fashion correspondent.
Of more than usual loveliness are
the gorgeous frocks being displayed
for more or less elaborate occasions.
While many seem to have tired somewhat of the heavily beaded dresses so
long esteemed, others seek them out
assiduously, seeming to prefer the
chemise type with its beading to all
other gowns of thin material.
Now that the blue dyes are of such
uncertain quality, and few of the manufacturers will sell them with a guarantee of their lasting attributes, the
dark blues are harder to find, and
therefore we notice many variations of
the blue shades which have not been
often seen. For Instance, the exquisite
horizon blue of the French uniforms
developed In georgette makes Ideal
áresses for country club wear.
One just from France has an apron
effect across the front made by placing
row after row of blond footing one
ibove the other from the hem of the
ikirt almost to the waist. This skirt,
by the way, deviates somewhat from
the straight up and down effect of the
majority and seems to be cut after the
circular fashion of several seasons ago.
The rows of the footing which form
the apron, line on the front end at the
sides of the skirt just as an apron
would do. The extra fullness of the
ikirt is gathered at the back, where a
handsome sash of blue satin of the exact shade of the georgette Is tied In
t large bow with long loops and ends.
The waist has a plastron In front
bordered at each side with a bit of the
aarrow footing. The collar falls away
from the throat at the front In a becoming depth and is a shallow bit of
the blue bordered with the footing at
the back of the neck.
The sleeves are longer than the
French, which persistently reveal the
elbow at just the most awkward
length.
The footing also trims these
In a straight around band at the cuff
over the elbow.
Footing Used Extensively.'
Footing is extensively used this season. There are many varieties. The
Bnest is called French blond, and has a
arrow edge like French seaming
braid as a finish. The texture of this
Is extremely fine, like the threads in
real lace. All footing Is narrow, Seldom over two Inches wide. The point
S'esprlt, the plain white or the black,
Is Introduced on every part of the
frock. Some of the prettiest collars
Dae can find are made of bands of
footing gathered Into a puff and placed
between rows of fine Valenciennes
lace. But to return to our georgettes,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Doesn't hurt a bit and Freezone
costs only a few cents.

ming.

The drapery of thig skirt is
graceful in the extreme, hardly possible to describe, however, except to say
that It falls In long loops from under
the sash of rose pink satin.
The bodice has a fold of the flowered
georgette draped across the front in a
monk's collar fashion, seemingly one
of the most popular ways of finishing
this sort of frock at the neck. The
organdie frills bordi? this, too, and
the short sleeves are likewise edged
with the frills.
The blue and white printed georgettes are among the most successful
gowns of the summer. They are made
In almost every fashion, with straight
slips of dark blue satin or silk underneath as a foundation, while the
printed fabric Is draped In straight
tunic with unbroken lines from shoulders almost to hem. A wide sash of
dark blue satin Is tied loosely about the
waist and left to hang somewhat lower
In the back to give the sort of overhanging lines and long waist effect so
much sought. This way of making the
printed georgettes is excellent for the
dark blues or black and white, and Is
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Children Cry Fop

Question of Patriotism.
Virginia was trying to persuade her
celemother to go to the
bration and stay all day. "But it will
be too hot, dear," mother remonstrated.
"We'll Just go up for a while In the
morning while it's cool and then we'll
come home for dinner and rest during
the afternoon."
But Virginia was not persuaded, and
continued the arguing. Father chanced
to overhear her. "What's the matter
In here?" he asked, coming Into the
room. "What's the difference between
you two?"
Quickly
came
Virginia's retort.
"It's Just a difference in our patriotism; mother's only patriotic in the
morning and I am all day." Indianapolis News.
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What is CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For. more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishnebs arising therefrom, and by regulating tho
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural deep. The Children's Panacea The
Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

the sort of aftornoon dress one It
ways needing during the summer.
Chemise Dress a Boon.

al-

The chemise dress Is a boon to almost every woman, for It requires a
sash, and sashes, wide or narrow belts
and the drooping waistline cover a
multitude of faulty figures which are

business man can be a success In politics."
"No?"
"No. A man may be able to run a
big business without any trouble at
all, but the minute he tries to run
a big city he finds that he's got to
please everybody and that's a job he
knows nothing about."
The Main Question.
"The doctor has ordered me to be
rubbed with alcohol."

Is not safe always to follow one's
neighbor's choice in the matter of
clothes, however lovely they appear on
that neighbor. We can all, the thick
and the thin, hail happily the summer
sash and cling to it as long as the designers of women's clothes will let us,
Dainty for Summer' Wear.
Contrasting with these rather awkward dresses are the charming things
of pale georgette and tinted luce. They
are as delicate and dainty as summer
clouds, refined and "ladylike," an old
fashioned word which has been lost
in a maze of uniforms and tight skirts
and other sartorial diversities until we
seldom see this sort of dress.
The tinted lace Is really enchanting.
A silvery gray chiffon frock made over
a tight slip of gray taffeta lets this
slip show below the upper draperies of
the soft chiffon and the pale gray lace
tinted to match the exact shade. Along
the edge of the silken petticoat there
is a quilted ruffle of the taffeta which
holds the petticoat In in a slightly
hobbled effect about the ankles.
The lace used for this is the
shadow lace with Its cobweb fineness.
It Is wide enough to drape one side
entirely and falls over the georgette in
soft, graceful lines. The gray lace appears also almost entirely covering the
waist, draping In front In the sort of
monk's collar I mentioned above. A
sash of soft, silvery gray satin confines the waist and hangs at just the
right angle at one side. Lavender
chiffon with entre deux of the softly
tinted lace is not only lovely but has
an added charm In being different from

CASTORIA

S7 Bears the
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printed navy georgette in slender,
graceful linea. It la a cool costume,
appropriate for house, street and
aemlformal wear.

t companion dress to the blue beauty
I have been describing repeats the
skirt except for the bands of footing.
The waist is of the plainest shirtwaist
type, relieved by bands of the fashionable Margot lace placed In perpendicular manner so as to form an entire
jacket effect, the ends of which appear
below the wide sash of blue satin.

The printed georgettes are greatly

A lovely Dresden flower
in demnnd.
design with a white background and
little blossoms of blue and pink

thickly scattered all over its surface
has wee ruffles ot white organdie at intervals across the front in the popular
upron effect noticed upon almost every
ether gown.
These tifty ruffles are scarcely half
u inch wide, but because they are
fluted and so stiff they stand out
fffectively and make a delightful trim
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In Use For Oyer 30 Years
Exact Copy of Wrapper.

The Kind; You Have Always Bought
THB
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toilet preparation of merit
Help to eradicate dandruff.
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Acid-Sfoma-

am the mother of four children, and for
nearly three years I suffered from a female trouble with pains
in my back and side, and a general weakness. I had
attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get welL As a last resort I decided to try Lydia K
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement. I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my house- work." Mrs. B. B. Ziblinska, 202 Veis3 Street,
Buffalo, N. T.
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Pooplo Suffer
Doctora declara that more than 70 bob
organic diflraeea can be traced to
Htarttn with Inditfeatton, heartbloat, eour,
burn, belching,
entire system eventually
fas fly etomach, theevery
organ
affected,
vital
uflerlnff
becomes
In Borne degree or other. Tou eee theae vich
everywhere people
time of
who are subject to nervous neM, headache.
Insomnia, biliousness people who suffer front
rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica and aches and
palna all over the body. It la safe to aay
that about 9 people out of 10 suffer to some
extent from
If you suffer from stomach trouble or
even If you do not feel any stomach distress,
yet are weak and ailing, feel tired and
dragged out, lack "pep" and enthusiasm and
know that something Is wrong although yo
cannot locate the exact cause of your troubleyou naturally want to get back your
grip on health as quickly as possible. Then
take EATON I C, the wonderful modern remedy that brings quick relief from pains of
Indigestion, belching, gassy bloat, etc. Keep
your stomach strong, clean and sweet. Be
how your general health Improves how
e
quickly the
vim. vigor and vitality
comes back!
Get a big 60c box of EATONTC from your
druggist today. It ts guaranteed to pleas
you. If you are not satisfied your druggist
will refund your money.

,
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Every Sick Woman Should Try

DIA S. PIMMM 3
E COMPOUND
LYDIA E.WNKHAM

i liar

ano wi.oo at

Makes 9 Out of

pro-fessio-

YE)

RiMtiai

Btauty toGrar or Faded Hair.

"I

Portland, Ind. "I had a displacement and suffered
so badly from it at times I could not be on my feet
at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not lio
down at night. I took treatments from a physician
but they did not help me. JUy Aunt recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.. 1 tried
it and now I am strong and well again and do
I my own work and I give Lydia E. Pinkham's
I
Compound the credit." Mrs. Joskpbinb
Kimble, 935 West Kace Street, Portland, Ind.

Advice tod booka frM,
tíeSLaerrlcea.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

.

Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women
Buffalo, N. T.

0-

KitMieuoMbl. Highest references.

LZ3 (Toff yodr

acid-stomac- h

Dyeing Problems
Solved Free

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

The Right Contempt.
Restaurant Owed Them Money.
Paper From White Pine.
All the world still tulks about the All questions cheerfully answere4
"What became of that odd restauManufacturers of rough pine lumber state that the white pine In rant you used to have here, where they Insult that Count Von Brockdorff-Itant-zaWrite now I
put upon the allies by making his
admirably weighed you on entering and leaving
Is
northern Chihuahua
Low
prices now
adapted to the manufacture of paper. and charged you for the difference In preliminary speech at the peace confor dyeing winter garments.
ference without rising from his chair.
A milling Company In El Paso, Tex., Is weight?"
But one of the diplomats dismissed The Model
"Had to close up. Fellows used to
now making boxes of rough pine lumCleaners and Dyers
ber produced In this district on the go in with bricks concealed under their this Insult In the contemptuous man- 1317 BROADWAY, DENVER,
COLO.
main line of the Mexico Northwestern coats and after eating leave the bricks ner It deserved.
"Pooh !" he was heard to murmur
under the table. They weighed less
railway.
when the count's speech ended. "He's
going out than when they entered."
Quite Compatible.
got to take his medicine. Well, what's
Boston Transcript.
"I heard th upe'aker's address was
the difference whether he takes It
The Right Man.
extempore."
vIt wasn't anything of
standing up or sitting down?" Detroit
Applicant
Got a Job for a soldier Free Press.
the kind ; It was rotten."
AH dranrlsta; Soap ff, Oint
ordinary things.
that went through the Htndenburg
ment tt ana eu. Talcum v
Sample each free of "OattV
The frock as to line follows the
Une?
Were
If
Wishea
Passes,
Why is It the fellow with the least
t
emra. Dept. 1,
draped designs of this type of dress; knowledge always tries to hide It by
Proprietor and Editor of the CrimiWillie Gee! I wish I had a million
beauty
the charm, however, lies In the
I have dollars! I'd go to the picture show
nal Gulch Whoop (wearily)
talking his head off?
Kill
and the novelty of the tinted lace comthat very thing, young man. I'm dead every day.
P tacad anvwhar-DAIflV B'l.V Vir r VR
bined so cleverly.
tired from mopping up Infuriated readTommy You'd take me with you, kills all flies. Nt, elwan, omameotal. convenient and
ertaap. luta ailar.
your Eye ers and spring poets. Take off your wouldn't you, Willie?
on. Hada of BMitaJ.
i Beala-K- eep
WJr VBr
Velvet Ribbon Girdles.
Strong and Healthy.' U coat and go on sentry duty. Buffalo
Willie Nawl If you're too lazy to
will not Mil or injur
they Tire, Smart, Itch, or Express.
Black velvet ribbon about one Inch
araatosd.
arato.
'IS
wish a little for yourself you can stay
i
u
o
a
f
i
r
Inches wide is used
t- - a.
to one and one-haat home ! Film Fun.
K ruru u. z t"va?
vnnr
-- i
w
innamea orwanuiaiea.
as girdles on some of the most attracThe more n style a dress Is the
HAROLD SüfcUK3, led li
Murine often. Safe for Infant or Adult
alo Ave ttrooklya, M. X,
tive summer dresses of voile and or 6AtaliDrurñsta.
If a patient has lots of money any
Write for Free Eye Boofc. more out of date It will be when it Is
out
jgandle.
of
data.
doctor can relieve him.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
9.
bska ftatiCE;uy,CCf(II.S.A)
all-ov-
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ALWAYS

"What percentage?"

It
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n

The Difficulty.

blue.

JI

g

"It doesn't follow that a successful

This "town blouse" is of white georgette flowered in daffodil yellow and
soft green, decorated with wooden
beads In green and blue.

Get some GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
at once. They are an old,
tried preparation used all over tbe
world for centuries. They contain only
soothing oils combined
and system-clean- s
with strength-givin- g
ing herbs, well known and used by physicians in their daily practice. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules are imported direct from the laboratories in
Holland. They are convenient to take,
and will either rive prompt relief or
your money will be refunded. Ask for
them at any drug store, but be sur
to get the original imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Accept no substitute
la sealed packages. Three siata,
Oil Capsules

cn

y

Iff
í

ITS organs óf the human bodv are o
Important to health and long life as the
kituieys.
When they slow up and commence to lag in their duties, look put!
Danger is in sight
Find out what the trouble is without delay. Whenever you feel nervous,
weak, duty, suffer from sleeplessness,
or have pains in the back, wake up at
once. Tour kidneys need help. Theie are
ignt to warn you that your kidneya
their functions
are not performing
properly. They are only half doing
impurities
allowing
their work and are
to accumulate and be converted into
uric acid and other poiaona, which
are causing you diatreas and will destroy you unleaa they are drlvea from
your ayateuu

,

Red Cross Bag Blue Is the finest
product of Its kind in the world. Ev
ery woman who has used it know
this statement to be true.

1

.

Pert (inent) Question.
Employer The boy I had before is
Worse Phase.
Nothing makes a woman with a new
worth twice as much as you are.
Mrs. Johnson Dat nimban' er min
Boy Did he get it? Boston Trans- hat so angry as to have another wom'
be done break mah haht
an pass her without noticing it.
'
,
cript.
Mrs. Slmms Dat's nuffln, honey.
With your fingers ! Tou
lift off
Sometimes a bayonet Just brlBtles Mah husband, be breaks de furniture.
It is hard to get what you want when
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn be- you don't know what it is.
Boston Transcript
with the missionary spirit.
tween the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet.
MllliUJUHMiW""A tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callus. Instantly it stops hurting, then shortly
Net Contents 15 Fluid DraotE
you lift that bothersome corn or callus
right off, root and all, without one bit
of pain or soreness. Truly I No

home-comin-

C

THE MOST DANGEROUS
OF ALL DISEASES

Another Threat.
"Bullen is trying to convince people
he's a prominent citizen. Has private
detectives guarding his house."
"That's all right. He told me that
his cook threatened to leave." Buffalo Express.

revealed with unsparing frankness In
separate waist and skirt. The thick
waist appears almost slim when the
wide sash and belt are cleverly arranged so as not to accentuate, while
a waist and skirt seem to point only to
the added girth.
Few women who have attained this
undesirable thickness through the waist
realize apparently what a
look they have with a light shirtwaist
above a dark skirt If they did all
would abandon this fashion and at"
least have skirt and waist of the same
color, all white, for Instance, or all

'

Might Regret It
MistreRs I'm afraid 'my poor, dar
ling little Topsy will never recover. Do
you know, Bridget, I think the kindest thing would be to have her chloroformed and put out of her misery?
Bridget I wouldn't do that, mum.
Sure, she might get better, after all,
an' then ye'd be sorry ye had her kill
ed. Boston Transcript.
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Cuticura

For Baby's
Itchy Skin

All

Flics! "K40
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Fresh

The. Spanish American quire of
--

Kkoistkhki) Acgüst

(7. 19U.

Milk Cows
0. A.

Route

1

Roy,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

for Sale, in
Butler

K

Fast Swlmrr.tr.
The fastest fish Is said to he the dolphin, which can swim short dl
tanccs at the rate of 25 miles an houc

w3pd

M.

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

240 acres, a mile and a quarter
matter at the from Roy, 14 acres beans planted
Entered as
postofflce in Roy, New Mexico.
Pasture leased all goes for $11.50
per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
Sabttriptiaa

$1.50 Ptr

second-clas-

Dangerous Natural Gas.
One of the disadvantages of natural gas localities is that the filtered gas
has practically no odor and leakages
are, therefore, undetected. Gas
been discovered to he nearly always
present In buildings fronting on asphalted streets.-

Farm for Sale

Tcr

fit

s

hs

It is gratifying to note that Laney at Jno. Schneider farm

-

the Associated Tress has been Roy. N, M,
forced by Henry Ford's private
Has aslo a nice cabin, 56 acres
News Bureau, to report the Ford broken, if taken at once $11. 00
Libel Suit progress as a matter an acre.
of news, however badly garbled,
sneeringly presented and mis
For Sale
stated it may be. Their policy A piano in good condition.
of withholding the news of this
A three room house, sealed and
million dollar libel case was, papered, everything in first
doubtless prompted by the desire class condition, cheap if taken at
to escape advertising Fords, free once. Ten miles N. E. of Roy
as has been their experience in in Brand district, for particulars
the past. All the Ford jokes, see Mrs. L. B. Woods
Route A
the Peace ship and all the other Roy, N. M.
2
smart stuff published by the A
P. in the past has only resulted
Sale
in helping to multipiy Henry's
We will sell at public auction

millions.
The
has accepted an offer
of a column of news of the Ford
Million Dollar libel suit against
the Chicago Tribune and most- of
the right minded local press all
over the U. S. will do the same
and the rantings of the dailies
supplied by the A. P. will have
S--

its chance against the truth published to a discriminating people
in the country newspapers.

I!

.,.v

Almost a Panacea.
Apples are useful in nervous dyspepsia, they are nutritious, medicinal, and
vitalizing, they aid digestion, clear the
voice, correct the acidity of tlte stomach, are valuable in rheumatism, insomnia and liver troubles.

i

rz-i-

MOSTéWORKpjTHE ! LEAST TIME
IS the enviable reputation that the Case line of steel built
have built up during the past 77 years. Case thresh- ers not only do the work quickly, but they do it well. A clean
job with least waste. They are real grain savers, and require les3
attention and repairs than ordinary threshers.
cyunuer jusa
arts iuur tiea vl uic auuvo type
28x50, 32x54, 36x58 and 40x62. Besides these we also
machines:
build three smaller sizes, as follows:
20x28, 20x36 and 26x46.
Wft nifnrft fifrfl a R2vRi. V It ia a. favnritA wir.Ti men vuhn hava
large farms, or who do custom" threshing. It has big capacity,
is easy running, very accessible and is built to stand many years
J
of heavy work.
Let us show you wherein Case threshers are. better.

THAT

"

Aug 7th all our household
goods and some stock, watch
next week's paper for list of
árticles. Mrs. L. B. Woods
L. A. Brown

on

ar

Roy Garage C. B. Stubblefield Co Prop.

Rye Seed for Sale,

.'JHBESHIN,

.MACHINES
869

L

"Dad," Inquired a email toy, "what
Is a test case?" - "A test case, my son,"
replied his parent, "is a case brought
Into court to decide whether there's
enough In It to Justify lawyers in working up more cases of a similar kind I"

Attorney
Prompt and

MILLS

at Law

'9

---

--

aux

0.

Careful Attention
Entrusted

11 00

W.

a. m. 8PM.

Pearn, Pastor.

Given all Business
to me

NEW

ROY

Methodist Episcopal Church

MEXICO

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

.r

El

Dorado Hotel

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Church
2nd and 4th Sunday

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej
Main Business District
.

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeke-

rs

this the right place.

at

Mills

a m and 7:30 p m
Pastor
J. M. WILSON,
11

Ancient Union.
The Cutlers' company of Sheffield,
England, was incorporated by act of
parliament in G24 and invested with
powers "for the good order and government of makers of knives, scissors,
shears, sickles and other cutlery
wares."

Me Cormici:

Attention

And Repairs

WHEAT

Rakes, Hoosier and Kentucky Grain drills McGor
mick
corn
Binders,
Oliver cultivators, Osborne disc Harrows.
GET OUR PRICES

at

3rd Sunday

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

jaa

3,

p.m.

Under new Management
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VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

J. B. LUSK

J. Floersheim

Let Your Senators
Know That You Want
Them to Ratify, the
Peace Treaty Without
Reservations or

Mrs. Myra O. DeFrees, Sec'y
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

PLEASANT

Those desiring to purchase
Seed Rye will please leave their
orders with the undersigned.
Can make delivery August 1st
$1.50 per bushel cash.

V

Y. P. S. C. E.
Mr. F. A. iiARGENT,, President

ROY

Seed Rye

vancement.
Our present Courts are not up
with the progress and spirit of
the times and will be a drag on
civilization until they are modernized and renovated.

Supt..

G. R. ABERNATHY,

Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
'
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

ft

This case confirms us in the
Mr. Jobilng wns asked Ity his wife
belief that all Courts should be to call nt a shop on his way home nnd
get
three articles of feminine wear.
Federal and the District Courts Whenhershe
reached the shop he had forSo many gotten what they were, so he suid
should be abolished.
provincial, political and personal apologetically to the attendant behind
counter: "Excuse nie, my wife
prejudices have been allowed to the
told me to come here and gr t her some
influence District Courts that things to wear, and I've forgotten what
one who loves justice' and fair they are! Would you mind naming a
few things?"
ness can but abhor the persecu
tions, favoritism, injustice and
politics evident to any observer
in the administration of Justice
in some Districts.
A Federal Court where no
Judge was dependent on political
favor for his office, where he had
no personal or political friendships or enmities and where his
tenure of office depended on his
merits alone would end many
abuses of the machinery of

Your

at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary,

CHRISTIAN

aaued imuajuj paiofus
ijjunoD aijj taudK
a'ijimu ío
"OOOo inoqo jaqiimu aojAjos 3A3B U
'Suojs ooü xü0 sl
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The Gasoline Graft has been uuu Supuu)8 aqx 'Jtpos uuij SJ3
tpiid ajoiu sni
ku qjimismii 'suouuu
knocked out again by the FedeUJopoui Suotuu anbjun
iiaui 4803
Minn,
Paul,
at
St.
ral Court
uoijsm enbmn
from
case
taken
was
where the
Santa Fe, and now it will get its
third and final blow at Washington where it was taken on appeal.
It has cost the State heávily in
attorneys fees and Court costs
to try to put this deal across and
the Political Pets who were to
receive fat saladries and unlimit
ed expense money out of the
graft on gasoline are still in the
air with a prospect of not getting the plums. It is well. Since
we have politicians who are unscrupulous enough to attempt
such things there is hope when a
Federal Court can suppress their
greed.
Needed Prompting.

sibility, and we will have made
a long stride in the way of ad-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

E, M. Dukeminier, 3 miles north
of Mofax Church, Mills, N. M.

tin,

justice.
Add to this the abolition of
Juries, which, desipte all the
laws intended to keep them clean
are but political tools in many
cases, and in most cases place
the responsibility for the administering of Justice in incompetent hands and relieve those who
are actually responsible for injustice from apparent respon-

Church Directory

Growers

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. MM 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d"and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 andJIO am.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon,

1

Priest in charge,
LODGE DIRECTORY

From all information we can now obtain, ,it appears that we
should be able to handle your wheat as fast as offered to us.
However, conditions may change suddenly, and it is advisable,
to inquire of dealers, from time to time as to shipping conditions
and if you have no storage room, delay threshing if the wheat
can not be moved promptly.

A. F. & A, M.
ACACIA

LODGE

no.

53

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month
F. S. Brown, W. M.

,

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

-

We carry a compelete
line of farm Implements
TITAN TRACTORS
Nen Prices, and Terms, Advise
us if in the market.

All Masons welcome.

In our elevator we will be able to handle only the No, 2 and
grades of wheat. The lower grades we will be compelled
load
directly into the cars.
40
No. 3

All'wheat will be graded strictly according to Food Administration regulations. A car load of wheat takes the grade of
the lowest quality in that particnlar car.
If you have any
smuttyor wet wheat, or any damaged wheat on the top or
bottom of stacks, by all means keep it separate from your good

wheat

,

I. O. O.SF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening

.

Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come.

E. J,
,

Floersheim, N.

Wm, G.

G.

Johnson,' Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree

Roy Trading Company
i'A pleasant place

ta trade"

Floersheim Mercantile
Company

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. MyraO. Derbies. N. G
lire. Grace V. Ogden; Sec,y.
V is iting

Sister welcome T'

THB

RPANISH-AMERICA-

W

Plumlee Hospital

NOTICS OF CONTEST

ROY,

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,

The Roy Trust & Savings

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Contest No. 6539.

Jul.

CARUS PLUMLEE,

9, 1919.

To Patricio Zapato, of Mosquero, N.

Physician in Charge.

Contestes:
You are hereby notified that William

A. Long who

Class. $5.00 per month, two
lessons per week.
Lessons by Appointment at
my residence near Judge
Foster's home.

gives Mosquero,

Rng. 27E
NMPM.
has filed notice of intention to make

Capital, Surplus and Undivided

,

as his Postoffica address, did,
on June 7th, 1919, tile in this office his
duly corroborated application to con
test and secure the cancellation of your
nomestead entry, Serial number 020159
made

Aug--

,

21,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Offiee at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
June. 9, 1919,
Jul 12 1919
Notice is hereby given that 4J)
Notice Is hereby given that
Randolph H. Holt, of Bueyeros, N. M.
George F. Keirsy of Gallegos N
who, on Dec. 15, 1913 made II. E. no.
who on Oct 18, 1915 made H. E. No.
Sec. 34, SWi-S-017071, for NWl-NE- i
and

Sec. 27,

SJ-S-

Twp. 21N,

N. M.
Range 30 E, '
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver at Clayton,
New Mexico, on August, 12 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Gallagher
John Baca
Pedro Tixier
Rafael Tixier
of Bueyeros, New Mexico,
r .
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
6

m

for

SJ Sec 33 T 17N R 31 E
V. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H
Faster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
021044

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses :
John Mahrs
C.L Keirfey
Robert Rogers
Arthur Hamby
all of Gallegos N. M.
8--

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

$200,000.00

8--

Absolute safety for your money

We want your Business

H--

2--

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
ROY,
New Mex.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
July 16, 1919;
Notice is hereby given that
Rafael Cre'pin.of Sabin.vso.N.M. who,
9
oa April 22d, 1914, made H-no.
NWi-NWSec. 24,
for
NEi-NE- i
Sec. 23,
Tw'p. 17N. R.24E
NMPM. has
filed notice of intention to make bree
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, betora
K. H. .Foster, U. S
Commissioner
Roy, New Mexico,
on Aug 28. 1S19
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Lujan
Julio Martinez
Juan Lujan
Jose Ignacio Lujan
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commss

oner, at Solano is still on the

job and ready to do all the work
from Mosquero, Solano and sur
rounding territory. Soldier and

020-97-

Si-N-

Sailors work free. Always

NOTICE

go

1919.

C V Coldiron
Ledoux
J G Gambrel
W T Coldiron
all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Pat

f.

H--

Repair Work

J. D. WADE, Mechanician.

Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,

C'..;;:-.".n-

VA'i VALVERDE.
Register

for

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
June

9 1919

Notice is hereby given that
Nue Trujillo, of Roy, N.M., who, on
no. 019914 for
April 26, 1915 made H--

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Oxy-Acety.le- ne

Re-bor-

FORD-PART-

at List Pric- e- Made

S

in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGIIT
TIRES and Tubes, 5000-mil- e
guarantee.
Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

NOTICE FOÍÍ PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lair"
Office

at

Clayto;.,

July

Nl SEi;

SEi-SEJ-

Sec,

15

Sec.

:

10

and

NEJ-NE-

J

Twp.l9N. Fng. 23E. N.M.

P.M. has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof (to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F, H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
office at Roy, N. M-- on

August 4, 1919,
Claimant names as. witnesses:
Julian Sandoval Roman Sandoval
Jose Leon Romero Juan D. Romero
7 26

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

All of Roy,
.

Register

Jul

19, 1919

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

R. A. PENDLETON & SON ,

Proprietors,
3

I

Fairview Pharmacy
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
THE

iiv

Mexico

15, 1919.

STORE

NYALL

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices

i

""J

':cv..S, TWp.

NEi-SWi-

20 N

T.'..
!i3tic2 ol intention to
Fi: al Three Year Proof to establish claim to the tend alee described, before F. II. Foster, U S. Com.
tnistioncr, nt his o.Tx2 at Roy, N.

7.
ma'i.e

8

i;

Sac.

4. Twp. 21 N. Rng. 36E, NMPM.
cn Feb. 24th, 191, Additional entry Department of the Interior, U. S. Land!
Land Office at Clayton, N. JU.
mder Act of Dec. 29, 1916, Serial no.
Jul 15 1919
025942, for Lot 2, SWJ Sec. 4, Lot 1
Notice is hereby triven that P!
Sec. 5; NWi-NW- J
Sec. 9, Twp. 21N,
Geortre W. Hazen of Kephsrt N. M.
Rn. SOE.
on March 8 1916, made H. E. No.
who
N. M. P. M., has filed noi,
Sec 27 and NWi,
121833 for
tice or intention to make
9fi
22N
T.
R. 29 E N.
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Charles P Tal- - m p iw Viab filed notice of intention
to' make Final Three Year Proof to
"oott, U. j. Commissioner,
alClayton, establish claim to the land above de
N M. on Sept. 8, 1919.
H.
scribed, before
iA
Claimant names as witnesses:
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his of
Randolph H Holt
Joseph S Ballard fice at Roy N M on Sept 6, 1919

ani

i

sf

Claimant names as witnesses'.
Dave C Ballard
B. H. Smith
Bueyeros, N M
Albert, N M. Arthur Carter
Chrley Hargrove
William Heath
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
all of Kephart N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

James II Kerlin

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. LanJ

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Jul 15 1919
Mexico, June 24, 1919.
Notice Is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given thatRoeenda Federico Tixier of Bueyeros, .N. M.
Vigil, of Bueyeros, N.M. who. on Mar. who on Sept 16 1918 made H. E. No.
3d, 1915, made Homestead Entrv no. 024027 for SWi Sec 11 and NWi Sea
019506 lor WJ Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Rng. 14 T. 2W R. 80K
31 S,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenN. M. P. M.. has filed notice of inten tion to make Final Three Year Proof,,
tion to make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above
to establish claim to the land idinv described before Register and Receiver
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S, U. S. Land Office Clayton N M on the
Commissioner, at his office in Roy, 11th day of Sept 1919
N.M. on Sept 10, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
George
Clemente Padilla de Rios
Abran Uarci.-- i
Deciderio Garcia
Jose Merced Gonzales
Ulibarri,
Juan B Vigil
Rufino Salizaar
Simon Gonzales, all of Bueyeros N M
all of Bueyeros, N M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
8

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jul 15 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Albert J. Beller of Bueyeros N M who
on Aug 18 1914 made Hi E. No. 018125
for Nl-SSee 14 T 19N
and
R. SOE NMPM has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner at
his office in Roy, New Mexico, on the
6th day of Sept 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert N M
Jose de Jesus Medina Pedro Montova Fred Heimnnn
A. C. Beller,
Antonio L,ueero
Vicente C de Baca B.Bcller,
all of Bueyeros N. M,
All of Roy; N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
Register.
..

Denartment of the Interior IT. S. 1mA
Office, Clayton. N. M., July. 15, 1919.
Not
is hereby given that Jose Maria
Montoya. heir for the heirs of Arturo
M on toy a,' deceased, of Roy. N.M. who
on June 21, 1915, made H-no.,020328
for the
Sec 15, SI SEJ: SWI
Sec. 26 Twp. 19N. Rng. 25E, NMPM.
has filed notice of intention to tyiaW
three year proof to establish' claim to
th land abovii desoribtd, before W.H.
Wilb-ox- ,
U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on Aug. 25th, 1919.

1

Et

EJ-N-

SJ-S-

AND

KODAKS

EASTMAN

News Stand,

FILMS

DAILY PAPERS

AND

SUPPLIES

MAGAZINES

1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Tixier
C Beller
Rafiel Tixier
Albert Beller
20
á'fof Due veros, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

SWJ-.W-

1

NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION

Wl-SW-

A.

,

,

;."

Notice is hereby given that ' '
.cp. C, l'J J
James Gallagher, of Bueyeros, N. M.
r.r.mos a3 witnesses:
Ciau.- -.
who, on April 16, 1918, aiid June 15,
Adolfo Montoya.
Celedón Kqütel
1916 madü H-M C Roy
under Act. of Feb. 19,
Eulogio Esquibel
1909 Serial nea. 022868 and 022329 for all of Roy, New Mexico.
VVJ SWJ See. 31. Twp. 22N. Rng. 30E.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register..
Lo's 3&4 Sec. 4, T 21N. Rng..30E.
NEt-SE- i
Sec. 5; Si NWJ
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Reasonable Rates.

Clayton, New Mexico,

Notice is hereby given that
William Isaac Smith, Jr. of Bueyeros,
N. M. who on Sept 1st, 1919 made H.
E, No. 025368 for NWi-NW- i,
Seo. 12
SWi NWJ; Seo. 1 T. 20 R.
30 E. N.
M., has filed notice of intentioi to
make Final Commutation Prof to establish e'.aim to the larl above described, beíor Charles PT)bot, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Clay ten N. M. on the 19th day of Aug

v

Ni-NE-

We handle all

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

at

Tii--

M.

SEJ-NE-

Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office

Hng.

t

SrNfiJ.aud

E,

Garage

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

17N

á

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing;

Claimant names as witnesses :
Frank C. Metcalf
W. E. Carter
T. B. Seitz
Harry Brockmsn
0
Register. all of Mills, N. M,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

lVp.

WJ-SW-

EJ-SE-

E

k;

12,

H--

K. M. P. M.,
m'pntinn to make
Proof, to establish
above described,

your nearest Commissoner, Department of tlie Interior, V. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Office at my borne 4 miles S.W.
July If., 19

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints
Wood-Wor-

mae

11 191 'j

0.'2;j;5 f jr SJ

FOR PUBLICATION

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Expert

A:ii

o:i

,

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

1

"-

v'o

has filed notice of
Fiur.l Three Year
c!a:m 10 the land
1
before .H. tuter
cf Soano.
Corxnir-slonerat his office at
Notice Is hereby given tliat
.
U.
Roy, N. M., on Augnst 27, 1919
of Roy, N M, who i
E
Manson
Thomas,
J. P. Mills,
Solano.N.M
r.r.:r.cs a: witnesses:
n ..
on May 11, 1916 made
J
Sec 35, John Green .Mm Da b cf Cal'.tgos
Sec. 34;
for
J
Militant Orbs.
Twp. 19N Rng, 2iE
Jess Malone, - RrseUd
From n story:
"ller unyielding N M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Charlev V. st,
Davi.', N M.
glance went fiercely over the top and
VALVERDE, r.ag'.er.
intention to make final three year proof,
PAZ
grappled
mortal combat with his
- J.
to establish claim to the land above
domineering
sneer." Boston Tran described, before F. II. Foster, IT. S.
PUBLICATION"
FOR
NOTICE
script.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Department of the Interior, IT. S. I and .
Mexico, Sept. 6, 19:9
OILc? at Clayton, Nct Mes::
Claimant names ns witnesses:
J jly 15 13 9
C
'
P J Lanmtach
MoMo Andrada
gi.cr. tliit 1
Notice is
A Waldo MoirU
A J Smith
Can'ielir'a Fsquibel of Poy N M who'
D
8 23
all of Roy, N M.
on Nov. i' 1U 5 made H E No. 021252
o

8-- Í3

n

1

Wi-SW-

WJ-NW-

SJ-N-

SEi-NW-

Twp. 17N Rng. 31E, ,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
NOTICE FCr. PUBLICATION.
establish claim to the- land
Department of the Interior Li. S. Land l'roof, to
above co.'cribrd, before F. II. Foster,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
C. S. Commissioner at his
Jul. 15, iA-o.Tice at Roy N. M. on the
Notice is hereby given that
;Hh day .f Sept. 1919.
Samuel Bland, of hoy, N M, who, or
Claimant names as witnesses:
021245
n
August 2, 1016, made
J H Anger
G V Anpel
for Lots 1&2, Sec. 2; Lets 1 3
Frank Weir
.'eff
Mclúe
Sec. 1, T. 20N, Rng. 27E, NMPM. has
all of David, N M..
filed notice of intention to make Final
PAZ VALVERDE,
Three year proof to establish claim
I'AZ VALVERDE, Register.
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U S Coiiiimsionei' at
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
Roy, N. M., Sept. 9, 1919.
, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
Office at Clayton. New Mexico.
Neis Wetterhus
C C Nugen
j y 5 in. 9
F M Woodward
W R Mitchell
3 hereby given that
Notice
all of Roy, N M
Dm vid
11. Pr.vor, of
Chm-leN. MPAZ VALVERDE. Register.
No..
6,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land!
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
unice at (Jiayton, New Mexico.
June 9, 1919
Jul 12, 19 9
Notice is hereby given that T7T.
Notice is hereby given that
Mamie E. Wardell, formerly Mamie E
Coldiron, of Roy. N.M. who, on June George H. Jordan, of Mills, N. M.
whoonj May 8. 1915. add'l Sept 17,
i;
19, 1910, made H-ho. 022344 for
1918 made H. E's. No. 020000 and
and NEi-N024375 for Nl Sec. 12 and SWJ Seel
Sec. 29 Twp. 20N, Rng. 28E.
22 N R. 25 E
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of T.
V. M. P. Merld
Proof
Year
Three
make
to
intention
to establish claim to the land above ian, has filed notice of Intention to
described before F. H. Foster, U. S. make three year proof, to establish
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
on August 5th, 1919.
at Roy, N. M., on the 18th day ,of Aug
Claimant names as witnesses:

DepartmenrW the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
July 15, 1919
M L Rhyne
Leo Wagner
hereby given that
is
Notice
O A Butler
all of Roy N M.
So'ano, N M Edward C Gale, of David, N M, who.
E A Reed,
on April 17, 1916, made H-PAZ VALVERDE,
Sec.
i
and
Register. for Lot 6;

Total Resources over

,

Ut'i day of Aug

FCllt PUBLICATION

NOTICE

1919.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
JOR PUBLICATION

claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
New Mexico, on tb
9th day of Sept

Profits $39.000.

1918,

for El NW, Sec. 23 T. 18N U. 29 E
N. M. P. M. and as grounds for his
contest he alleges (hat you, have been
absent from the land and the 'ommun-it- y
Politeness Didn't Pay Here.
in which it is situated from the
Down on Water street, Augusta, Me
the other day, two men met nt tto time Of making said filing down to and
corner of the street and they both stei including the present time and that
ped to the outer edge of the walk t your whereabouts are unknown to
avoid two ladies whom they met. IJotl contestant or to any one he has inmen said in chorus: "Pardon nje.'Mliei quired
of in the community.
tooth sidestepped to the left.
Wliei
they met again both sidestepped one You are, therefore, further notified
more, this time to the right, and nie that the said allegations will be taken
again. Then they both stood still, am by this office as having been confess
us one man turned to the right hih ed by you, and your said entry will be
extended his arms above his head ai cancelled thereunder without your furhe flattened himself against the build ther right to be heard therein, either
lng, he said to the other man: '"Say before this office or on appeal, if you
when you get by, whistle." Kenue fail to hie in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
bee Journal.
this notice, as shown below, vour an
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and responding to these allegations of
In the District Court,
contest, or it you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
)
County of Mora
have served a copy of your answer
No.2618
on the said contestant either in perClarence H. Leffler Plaintiff
son or by registered mail. If this
v.
service is made by the delivery of a
Delia Leffler
copy of your answer to the contestant in' person, proof of such service
Defendant
The said defendant Delia Leffler is must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his rehereby notified that a suit for divorce ceipt
of the copy, showing the date of
dehas been commencsd against said
its receipt, or the affidavit of the perfendant in the District Court for the son by whom the delivery was made
County of Mora.
stating when and where the copy was
Clarence H. Leffler npon the ground delivered; if made by registered mail,
of desertion, that .unless you enter cr proof of such service must consist of
cause to be entered your appearance in the affidavit of the person by whom
Baid suit on or before the 10th day of the copy was mailed stating when and
postoffice to which it was mailed,
Sept, A. D. 1919 decree PRO CON the
and this affidavit must be accompanied
FESSO therein will be rendered by the postmaster's
receipt for the
against you.
letter.
Fabian Chavez
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
Clerk
desire future notices to be sent to you.
By Luis Pacheco
i
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Deputy.
Date of first publication, Jul, 10, 1019
J. B. Lusk,
- second
- 26 - Hoy, New Mexico.
- third
- .
Aug. 2 - for
Plaintiff.
Attorney
- fourth
- .
- 9 . .

NOTICE

Mora, New Mexico

Complete Index to All Lands
and Town Property in Mora
Pinal Three Year Proof, to establish County.

M.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION "
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
July 15, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
George E Weisdorfer, ;jf Roy, N M,
H-no.
who, on Feb. 9, 1910, made
021(137 for NJ-STwp. 19N,
Sec. 6,

A

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Toilet Articles.

--

8--

s

m

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY, Hoy, N. iiex.

x

THE

CONDENSATION
OF FRESH NEWS

FOREIGN
Ekaterinburg, 100 miles southeast of
Perm, has been captured by the Bol
sheviki, according to a Russian wire
less dispatch received In London.
The
sister ship to the British
dirigible
which has just com
pleted a round trip across the Atlantic,
will start on a trip to India within the
,
next few days.
Twelve persons were killed in an explosion on board the British tank
steamer Roseleaf at Cardiff, Wales.
The explosion was caused by an ac
cumulation of gas.
If the Germans are "good" and ful
nil the terms of the peace treaty,
American forces on the Rhine will be
reduced to 50,000 men by November,
General Pershing stated In London.
Eighteen million marks gold which
the German government owed Swltzer
land and payment of which had been
stopped temporarily by the allies, was
taken to Switzerland as ordinary
R-3-

THE

DISLATE8T
IMPORTAN
PATCHES PUT INTO 8HORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK
OF
SHOWING
THE PROGRESS
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Southwest News
From All Over

AUSTRIA GETS
PEACE TERMS

.

New Mexico

and Arizona

MUST

(MIV(i

ALL

A

LOOT,

(ilifl

DESTROYED

PROPERTY.

Weatcrn Newirpajier Union Newi Servlc.

Arizona Stuta

SURRENDER
REBUILD

W Uvuvlxib U

EVENTS.

Nov. 8 to S. lilt.
The County Highway Commission
will recommend the expenditure of ap
proximately $2,000,000 on Pima county
roads In Arizona the next two years,
of which $1,500,000 will be financed by

PAY

CASH

ARMY

LIMITED

INDEMNITY
TO

30,000

EPT secret

and spcctel
and personal for

ARE

a bond issue.
ALLOWED ONE MUNITION
Dr. David Spence II111, professor of
FACTORY.
education al lie University of Illinois,
WMtern Nwppr L'nlon Nwt ScrTtc.
i
was elected president of the UniverWESTERN
sity of New Mexico, succeeding Dr. Da- Western Newnpaper Union New Service.
vid Ross Boyd, who resigned, effecGirl cadets tit tlie Long Beach Poly
Paris, July 21. The full peace con
tive July 1st.
technic high school will he drilled with freight.
One officer and six enlisted men
Boys of Mesa, Arizona, will travel ditlons of the allied and associated
rifles next year and will be taught to
shoot, acordlng to Col. Charles II were killed In the destruction of the by boat from Roosevelt Lake to Gran- powers are now In the hands of the
Tlie first section of the
Bolee, U. S. A., who Is commundunt of American mine sweeper Richard H. ite Reef dam during this summer, stop- Austrlans.
the Reserve Officers' Training corps Buckley by the explosion of a mine in ping en route to explore the cañón terms were presented to the Austrian
the North sea. Two other officers were of the Salt river and to camp along delegates at St. Germain on June
unit at the school.
injured.
the banks In almost inaccessible points. the final sections were delivered to
Henry M. Garcia, prominent Sun
Enver
Pnsha,
Bey
Taloat
and
DJemal
Plans for the vacation trip have been them at the same place without cere
Jose business man, received probably
mony by M. Dutasta, secretary general
fatal Injuries and Lieut. J. M. Stanley Pasha, the leaders of the Turkish gov completed, and a bout has been made of the peace
conference.
The terms
during
ernn.ent
war,
the
been
have
express
purpose
for
of
navigating
the
of Minneapolis, the pilot of a passen condemned to
comprise the whole treaty which Aus
death by a Turkish court the river.
airplane, was badly hurt martial Investigating the conduct of
tria Is asked to sign, Including the
.
At the concluding session of the Lewhen their niuchlne fell In the resl
the Turkish government during the gion
reparation, financial, military and
Waconvention
Tucson,
Ariz.,
at
deuce section of San Jose, Calif.
war period.
lter Sandberg of Viiinu, was elect eil certain other minor clauses, which
Ralph li. Harris, alleged bank robMarshal Foch was given a laurel state vice commander of the legion un.l were not ready for presentation when
ber arrested In Denver, who let him- wreath of gold by the Inhabitants of the following were elected members of the official ceremony took place.
self out of the county jail at Los An yie Department of
Pres the executive committee; George 11.
The Austrlans are granted fifteen
geles with a key said to have been Ident Poincare, speaking at the cere- Myers, Flagstaff; A. .1. Detoff, Bisbee;
days In which to make their final ob
stolen irom a jailer, was captured mony, held In the paluce of Versailles, George W. Nllson, Prescott ; R. M. Al- servations, although they
have alreudy
again at Long Beach and placed In jail eulogized Marshal Foch for his deeds ton, Clifton; Oscar Haggles, Phoenix.
submitted a large number of notes
he
had slashed a patrolman with during the war.
after
Globe won the next convention.
on the terms previously submitted to
lwenly-fiva razor.
thousand French sol
W. J. Barber, of Carlsbad, N. M., them.
.
diers died from tuberculosis during the had a small fire in the buck yard and
S. J. Taylor, a traveling salesman
In
to
published sum
addition
the
war
and 120,000 men were exempted
of Los Angeles, was severely injured
had occasion to use some gasoline out mary of the terms of June 2 thé new
and Sgt. Oscar Holte was badly fiom service because of the disease, it of a barrel In the yard. In removing clauses provide for
reparation ar
bruised when the army airplane which was stated in the Senate during a dls the tap from the barrel the fumes rangements very similar to
In
Holte was piloting fell several hun- cussion of a bill to establish tubercu spread to the fire causing an Immedi- the treaty with Germany, those
including
dred feet In East Bakersfield. The losis sanitariums.
explosion,
ate
burning him about the
Government reports show that 1,000, arms, neck und chest. He was re- the establishment of an Austrian Sub
plane struck the edge of a house and
section of the reparations commission,
000
sheep
and 100,000 cattle have been moved to the hospitul und will re
a tree, which broke the force of the
tlie payment of a reasonable sum in
drowned in floods In the southern part cover.
fall.
cash, the Issuing of bonds and the
Buenos
of
provinces.
Aires
The
rail
Jud W. Tobias, said by the police
The Deinlng Roller Mills are now delivery of livestock and certain his
ways
and telegraphic communications
to be a bandit, was heartbroken on his
running dully on when t shipped In torical and art documents.
deathbed when told he had shot his have been Interrupted and several sec from different parts of Arizona and by
Under the military terms the Aus
In
tions
region
that
have been com the time this is all gone the local crop
boyhood chum, Detective Frank Murtrian army is henceforth reduced to
phy, In a revolver duel with detectives pletely isoluted for more than a week will be in, which will keep the mills 30,000
men on a purely voluntary
Prices on all foodstuffs have fallen busy until next spring. Although
at Omaha. Tobias died in a few hours.
the basis.
with
In
a
crash
as
a
of
Berlin
result
Murphy was shot In the right chest.
mills are one of the Infant industries
Paragraph five, relating to the mil
He will recover. Murphy and Tobias the lifting of the blockade. They be- of New Mexico their product is of
gan
says that the Austrian army
itary,
to
show
weakness
when
It
was
hadn't seen each other for several
the best and should have the support
years until they met at the hospital. rumored that the emburgo would be of all the wheat growers in the stuto. shall not exceed 30,000 men, Including
officers and depot troops.
ifted, but the real drop came only
Within
Reports from the Navujo ludían res three months the Austrian military
WASHINGTON
when Illicit dealers with huge con
say
range
the
conditions forces shall be reduced to this numIn view of the statement by Presi- cealed slocks brought them out in a ervation
dent Wilson that the railroads would virtual panic to unload before compet there are the best known in many ber, universal military service abol
yeurs. The heavy blanket of snow ished and voluntary
be returned to their owners at the end lug supplies entered Germany.
enlistment sub
of this year, Chairman Esch told the
As English law now stands, a mon which covered the ranges during the stituted.
House Interstate commerce committee may marry his dead wife's sister, but winter and the ruins during the spring
Within three months the armament
that It would be useless to consider a woman cannot wed her dead hus have made an ubuntlunce of grass and of the Austrian army must be reduced
Navajo's
the
sheep
of
cat
herds
and
r
pluus for a
extension of gov- bands brother. The point was made
accordingly to detailed schedules, and
ernment control.
clear by the presiding judge at the tle are In such good condition that all surplus surrendered. The manusome art being sold off the ranges as
The daylight saving law was rescued Northampton Assizes the other day in
facture of all artillery shall be confrom repeal by President Wilson's ve- the case of two women who went fatted stock.
fined to one single factory, under the
S. E. Piper of the Albuquerque of
lo of .the agricultural appropriation through the marriage service with brocontrol of the state, and other such
bill. The President also vetoed the thers of their dead husbands. Both fice of the biological survey, on an ex establishments shull be closed down
pedition to Colfax county, New Mexico, or converted. Importation and exporsundry civil appropriation bill because, were held for trial.
eports a kill of 2,000 prairie dogs In tation of arms, munitions and war mahe said, by restricting funds It crip- SPORT
one day. This Is considered so re- terials of all kinds Is forbidden.
pled the work of rehabilitating and re
Lew Tendier
Welling markable that a photographer In the
storing disabled soldiers and suitors to of Chicago in a defeated Joe
Paragraph eight (Reparation) The
fight at government service has mude a picture
hard
civil life.
allied and associated governments af
Shibe Park in Philadelphia.
dogs and sent it to Washington
of
the
Repeal of the soda woter tax has
Harry Greb, Pittsburg, and Battling where It will be presented to Congress firm, and Austria accepts the respon
been decided on by Republican leaders Levinsky, Philadelphia, fought
a six to show the necessity of expanding this sibility of Austria and her allies, for
of the House. The decision will be re- round draw at Philadelphia.
cuusing loss and damage to which the
work. The dogs were all killed In the
ferred to the Ways and Means ComJoe Tlplitz, Philadelphia, knocked Merino valley and poisoned oats were allied and associated governments and
mittee, which will draft a repeul out George Chnney, Baltimore,
their nationals have been subjected to
in the used us bait.
measure. Some leaders predicted the
as a consequence of the war imposed
round at Philadelphia.
third
Action of greatest importance to tl
tax, which levies an impost of 10 per
upon them by the aggression of AusTed (Kid) Lewis, former welter state of Arizona wus taken by tin.
cent on soft drinks and ice cream,
allies.
weight champion, had the better of a State Land Board at their meeting in tria and her
would be repealed within a month.
agrees to give an opAustria
also
bout with Steve
of Phoenix. At the suggestion of th
Germany Increased her stock of gold
tion for' five years as to timber, iron
Hazelton, Pa.
service the board voted to reforest
during the war but lost $122,000,000
linquish to tlie federal government all and magneslte in amounts as nearly
between January 1st and May 7th of GENERAL
equal to the prewar Importations as
tills year according to Information obNegotiations for a loan of $30,000,-00- state school lands within the various Austria's resources make possslble.
reserves
forest
that
are
for
suitable
to $40,000,000 to the Swiss republic
tained by the Federal Reserve Board.
carictilture, so as to allow the govern She renounces in favor of Italy all
The loss was due to reparations made through the sale of bonds In this counbles touching territories assigned to
Belgium and Rumania for gold stolen try luive been virtually completed, it ment to have them entered upon and Italy, und in favor of the allied and
niproved as homesteads.
The total
from those countries. and by shipments bus been reported.
powers
uniount of land to be relinquished Is associated agrees the others.
to neutral countries for food. BeginUsing an Iron wedge, Robert Seifert,
to restore all recAustria
,322 acres located In six different for
ning with $:08,O0O,00O in gold at the 20, beat his mother, 50, to death at
ords, documents, objects of antiquity
reserves,
st
und Is at present admin
outbreak of the war, the German Alix, Ark. The woman's skull was
istered by the forest service and not and art and all scientific and biblioReichsliank
increased its metal to crushed. The cause of the crime has by
graphical material taken away from
the State Land Deimrtment.
$539,000,000 at the end of 1018.
not been learned.
thei nvaded or ceded territories.
Seifert Is In Jail.
Harvesting of Curry comity wheat
The British government bus begun
A federal mall airplane, carrying crop is completed.
Airplane Carries $1,000,000.
The crop turning
the construction of the largest dirigi- 500 pounds of letters from New York out even better than had been expectPortland, Ore. Robert E. Smith, dible that has yet Ih'cii undertaken, ac- lo Cleveland, was forced down by n ed. It is averaging 25 bushels to the rector of
sales for the Twelfth federal
cording to word received by the air ex- terrific wind nt Albany, and wrecked. acre and tesis sliw it Is running from
reserve district war loan organization,
perts of the American government. The aviator, Lieut. J. D. McAhlen, wfts Gl to 02 pounds to the bushel.
arrived here by aeroplane from Ouk-lanThe dirigible will cost .$9,000,000.
li uninjured.
According to reports the oil boom
Calif., carrying $1,000,000 in war
will carry an equipment of six airFederal investigation of nn alleged has started in Valencia county. New savings certificates bound for Alaska.
planes for it own protection. It will $100,000,000 food combine at Chicago Mexico, and it Is expec.ed that drill From here the securities were rushed
have a capacity of 10,000,000 cubic feet is under way by Charles F. Clyne, ing will start In the near
future. Gus- - by motor boat and automobile to Seatand Will be 1,100 feet long.
ave Muihollaiid, an engineer and suc- - tle, where they were to be put aboard
Uniled Slates district attorney, and
The railroads of the United States Walter B. Wooden and Attorney esst'ul operator in California, has a northbound steamer.
hauled 4,270,949 troops on special and Charles F. Moore of Washington. Clyne been In Albuquerque conferrinz with
Berlin Must Pay.
regular trains for an average of 000 said there was evidence of a great lis associates regarding u contract by
Paris. "Berlin must pay," and simIs expected Gallup men will
which
it
of
producers,
canners
trust
and
dis
miles each In the first six months of
tributors operating in this territory start drilling for oil on the Chaves ilar headlines In the newspapers today
1919, according to statistics made pubIndicate the feeling that bus been
and extending its activities to all parts grunt 100 miles west of Albuquerque
lic by Director General Hines. In adaroused In France by the news that
of the country.
within the next few days.
dition, probably 2,000,000 officers and
Under an alternative writ of man Germany is not inclined to pay the
In 1918 automobile manufacturers
men made railway trips while on furfrancs fine assessed for the
from the District Court at Sandamus
lough and another million were trans- paid a total of $33,000,000 In taxes to
Vé, the state of New Mexico will killing of a French sergeant by Gerta
ported from camps to their homes af- the federal government. In the same
have to show cause on August 22nd mans at Mannheim.
ter discharge, making a total of 7,250,-00- 0 period car owners paid $50,000,000 in why
it should not submit to the voters
Five People Killed.
military passengers uccommoduted, motor registration fees to the states.
the question of ratifying the national
in addition to the usual civilian travel.
Boise, Idaho. Five persons were Inprohibition
including
taxes,
uinendment.
the
When the
killed and a sixth so badly inThe military traffic In six months re- Total automobile
petition for a referendum vote was stantly
his life is despaired of when
quired 9,000,000 train miles and as personal property, local charges, etc.,
jured
thut
filed the secretary, uctlng upon the ad- much of the equipment had to be sent for the year are estimated at $150,000,-000- .
an lnterurgan electric car ran into an
tce
attorney
of
the
general,
refused
The charges will reach $200,000,-00empty In one direction. This figure
at a railroad crossing four
to submit the question nt the next gen automobile
a
In 1919. All of these are paid by
should be doubled to express the agmiles north of Nampa on the
election. Tlie last Legislature rat
eral
gregate transportation demand by tin; car owners in the last analysis, making
ehA
electric liinniillelbin-a'cified the amendment.
military forces.
a total charge of $25 per car for 1918.
Nampa electric line.
body of an Indian
Last week
Twenty-fivpersons were injured, boy was foundthe
The recent decline in beef prices,
two
about
miles from
New Reign of Terror.
due to the falling off of the European several proUibly fatally, when lightBent with a bullet
in the back
demand for American meats, has S' ning struck a crowded street car In and the head badiywound
A new reign of terror exists
Berlin.
crushed. A gun
alarmed livestock and packing inter- the center of the downtown district was
In Budapest, according to a dispatch
near
me
Doay.
iouno.
Officers
ests of the country that the governduring a severe electrical storm In from Tularosa went to investigate
and from the Hungarian capital to the
ment has decided to finance "to n limPittsburgh. A number of women and It Is alleged the boy was
newspapers and "red terror" in its
murdered.
The
ited extent" the exportation of cattle children were trampled In a panic
worst form Is anticipated. The dis
case will be handled by the Indians.
'
and cat lie products.
which followed.
"terror troops" are
patch says
one
of
In
the
worst
floods
exper
.Mexican bandits raided Villa Union,
Savannah, Ga., was selected as the ienced in thirty-fivnow masters of the capital and that
years
the
business
Sinaloa, killing (Jen. Juan Carrasco, convention city for the twenty-nintthey have stormed the garrison, dis
federal commander, according to tele- triennial convention for the Brother- section of Globe, Arizona, was partly armed the troops of the soviet governinundated
recently,
entailing
property
graphic advices received1 at Nogales. hood of Locomotive Frlemen and
loss estimated at $100,000. Water at ment and distributed arms to "the
The bandits carried off eleven Mexicon
at their session in Denver. one time ws running
In
on the main ragged proletariat." Food conditions
girls, looted the stores and committed The twenty-nintconvention will be
Budapest are said to be indescribable
street at a depth of two feet.
other depredations. .
held In May, 1922.
and money ! falling In value.
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TAKE OATH ON SACRED BOOKS

WORD

I

Practice

WAS NOT

e

h

UNFAMILIAR

In Voaue Today Has Come
Down Through Centuries With
Very Few Changes. ,

Might Have Been Better if Youth Had
Found Out Something About

The Christian oath on a copy of the
Gospel seems derived from the late
Jewish oath taken holding in the hand
the 8crool of the law (or the phylacteries), a ceremony Itself possibly
adapted from the Roman custom. The
usual mode was to lay the hand on
the Gospel, and it was kept up to a
modern dute In the oath of the University of Oxford.
The practice of
kissing the book, which became so
well established in England, appears
In the Middle Ages. The book was
often laid on the altar, or (after the
manner of ancient Rome) the swearer laid his hand on the altar itself or
looked toward It, above all, it became
customary to touch the relics of saints
on the altar. Other objects, as the
cross, the bishop's crozler, etc., were
sworn by. An oath ratified by contact or inspection of a sacred object
was called a corporal or bodily oath,
as distinguished from a merely spo
ken or written oath. The English
word signifying the "sacred object" on
which the oath is taken is "halidonie."
The "halidome" on which oaths are
sworn In England Is a copy of the
New Testament. Jews nre sworn on
the Old Testament; the sacred books
of other religions are used in like
manner, a Mohammedan swearing on
tlie Koran, a Hindu on the Vedas.

Gen. Charles T. Menoher, the brave
commander of the brave Rainbow division, said at a dinner in Washing-

That Parrot.

ton:
"The civilian who tries to teach a
soldier how to conduct a
reminds me of tlie young man
to teach the parrot to talk.
"This young man said he knew all
about parrots, and guaranteed to teach
a bird a bird he thought was young
and untrained to say' 'hello.'
"So he sat down In front of the parrot and said. 'Hello, hello, hello like
that for 45 minutes.
The parrot
didn't pay him the slightest attention,
but when he got through It opened Its
eyes lazily, drawled, 'Line busy, ring
off,' and then closed Its eyes again."
Detroit Free Press.
court-marti-

who-trie-

One Was Happy Either Way. '
A minister, meeting a parishioner of
bis who had been quite recently married, and about whose domestic hap-

piness terrible stories were rife, saluted him and snid:
"Well, John, and how is all going

.
on?"
"Oh, happy enough," returned John.
"I'm glad to hear it. You know,
there were rumors .of rows or"
"Rows," said John. "Oh, yes, there
are plenty of rows ; whenever she sees
me she catches the first thing at hand,
a dish or anything, and fires It at me.
The Ingenuous Lad.
Small Boy Father wants to .know, If she hits me, she's happy! If she
Mr. Jones, If you'll trust him for a doesn't, I am. Oh, we're getting on
fine !"
Joint of beef till pay day.
He didn't say
Butcher (amazed)
that?
The Scintillant Lure.
Small Boy What he wants Is a
"If you don't approve of my
pound of pork sausage; but I thought speeches," said the brilliant orator(
I'd begin high and then come down "why do you pay so much attention to
bit by bit if you proved stubborn.
them?"
London Answers.
answered
"Well."
Senator Sorghum, "I don't see much sense In fireMany useless things are highly treas works, and yet I always enjoy look'
ured as the freckles on a boy's face. ing at them."
Tit-Bit-

A Health-Bring-

er

Make your morning ce
real dish, a strengthener.

e

h

1

is

is not only most deli
cious in taste, tart is
a builder of tissue.
There's a&eason?
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Americans Stir
Lethargic Turks
Constantinople Becomes Cosmopolitan City With Ending

the American women do it," and a few
are taking an active part In politics,
holding meetings at the famous Hippodrome to agitate for woman suffrage, quoting the woman leaders of
the suffrage movement In faraway
America which they have never seen
and whose language they do not know.
Public order Is good throughout the
city. Patrols of Italians and Turks
see to that. At crossroads English policemen regulate that curiously intricate Eastern traffic with the same
calm they showed a few months ago
at Piccadilly Circus.
Prices Are High.
Americans find life dearer here than
In New York. A cab, drawn by an
emaciated horse, $15 for a short
course; a cup of Turkish coffee, 50
cents, about the size of a thimble.
One furnished room costs $100 a
month, but no extra charge Is made
for the various kinds of bugs tliat Infest It. White bread can be had ,at 50
cents per pound; American flour is
very popular In consequence.
Except for the women who have discarded their veils, nobody seems to
care about politics; the great thing is
business business for Greek, Armenian and Israelite and each and all
want to do business with the Americans. There Is a market for everything that grows or makes. And the
Turk, who does no business, but

-'

of War.

c:q.7

mm with energy

American Soldier, Red Cross,
k

Y. M.

C. A. and American

Business Men
Now Throng City Call It "Invasion of Wealth."

1

Constantinople.
Americans make
Constantinople hum with their energy,
business methods and way of "going
ahead" that mnkes even the old Turk,
indifferent as he Is to all that passes
ground him, lift an eyelash in mild
surprise.
American
soldiers,
Red
Cross,

T. M. C. A.,

American busimachinery,
pod, clothing, merchandise of every
Bort and kind are now In this most
ÍJIrty, casual and ancient city. The
Turks, when they talk about It at all,
call It "The Invasion of Wealth."

ness men,

American-mad-

e

The Prussians have gone; the German Invasion is over. But, besides
this American invasion, Is the Rus-ka- n
Invasion, which the Turk, when
he talks about It at all, calls, owing
to Its contrast with the American
fepectes, "The Invasion of Poverty."
Russians, Too, Abound.

Every day the orderly,
keen-eyebusinesslike,

prosperous

American
igrows more numerous, busier, better
lat home In this most fascinating old
jcity on the Golden Horn, the most
jwonderful city that ever was, with
Its mingling of the races, its white
marble palaces, Its noise, dust, and
Its seal of the Orient.
Í
Every day more and more Russians, poor, ragged, disordered,
Idle,
hungry and
flock here from the bolshe-vlstescaping by way of the Golden
porn from Odessa. At Stamboul, at
more or less Americanized Pera, at
jChlclin and other suburbs, Russians
abound.
And what a contrast!
The Amerievery day, methodcans,
ical, wideawake to all around ; the Russians, dirty, unkempt, possessed with
Ithe one idea, to amuse themselves.
They gamble every night in the hells
fít Pera, throwing down sheaves of rubles in notes of a thousand, two and
five thousand, which they feverishly
change at the rate of six cents per ruble Instead of the once nominal 50
d

smokes his cigarette, sips coffee anil
lets others toll for him, Is reafiy to
pay the price. Por he Is by no wenne
so poor as he gives his neighbors far
and near, to understand.

United

Bo-

lshevist Rule.
COMMIT

AWFUL ATROCITIES
Is Marked by Cruelty
in History of CivMany Children
Murdered.

Reign of Terror
Unparalleled
ilization
Are

n

New York. John A. Embry, the
American consul at Omsk, capital city
of the Kolchak government, arrived
in New York recently and told the
official story of what had happened In
Siberia and eastern Russia In the last
cents.
American ways and energy have eight months, during practically all
even penetrated Into the Turkish of which time he had been in charge
liomes. Many Turkish women now go of American affairs.
Mr. Embry said no language conld
bout with uncovered faces "because
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While the king and queen of England were on a visit to Birmingham,
England, they passed a crippled soldier In a wheel chair. With his usual
kindness of heart, the king called the
queen's attention to him and they both
stopped to chat with the hero.

the atrocities that have
marked bolshevik rule in the territories recaptured by Admiral Kolchak,
a reign of terror that had been
marked, he declared, by murder, violation of women, theft, and arson,
perpetrated with cruelty unparalleled
In the history of civilization.
How They Took Charge.
"We were on our way to the Ufa
front, the southern sector of the Siberian front My first stop was at the
There I
little county courthouse.
learned that at sunset on the day
that the Kolchak forces withdrew the
bolshevlsts had entered the city.
"The first thing the bolshevlsts did
was to loot the town, and then they
organized their government.
At the
head they placed the most cruel and
outspoken of their leaders. They then
appointed committees, one of them the
extraordinary committee on
Investigation.
n
The judges, the aldermen, the
and other leading citizens
that Is, those who had not been able
to escape were promptly arrested,
and all of those who were known to
be against bolshevism or were suspected were taken that night into the
They
public square and executed.
were denied trial of any sort.
"I talked with a woman teacher.
The bolsheviks lined up all the boys,
the little ones as well, and questioned
All who
them as to their sympathies.
were not killed were put to work of
the most menial kind.
"The school girls were ordered to

good-lookin- g

Many Hostages

4

Held.

"They also named many hostages
and after subjecting them to the most
horrible treatment killed thera and
threw the bodies into the river.
"Kguan is a city of perhaps 35,000
people. The bolsheviks murderéd at
one time more than 1,500 citizens of
the place.
"In Bugulma a large number of men
were thrown Into the hold of a barge
In the river at night. There were 90
persons in the hold, among them Mme.
.:V
Sophia Hedrofskaka, the principal of
í t
the girls' high school.
tyht&&
"The barge was towed a long distance down the river and during the
English women Indulge In smoking more openly than do those of America. voyage nine prisoners were ordered
The photograph shows Cnpt. G. C. Martin and his bride both enjoying the to the deck and none ever returned,
weed as they left the church at Stoke Pogls, where the wedding ceremony was nor had any of thera been heard from
up to the time I left for America."
performed.

a lila

Doctor Builds Hospital
With His Own Hands
Y.
only hospiN.

Hastings-on-HudsoHnstlngs-on-Hudsou'-

s

tal, built by the village J tctor
with his own hands, was opened
here. Dr. Gedney Jenks spent
three years lu its construction
after falling to raise funds for
the work. The hospital Is two
stories, with an operating room
and modern appliances. Doctor
Jenks enlisted for overseas service, but the villagers petitioned '
Washington for his return.

of Colonel Roosevelt.
Matter of the Removal of Old
road Station In Washington
called as a Proof of Hit

has Just
Danner of
the American Society for the Mission
to Lepers of the election of James B.
Wootan, director of publicity for the
Presbyterian church in the United
States of America, as a member of
the American committee to assist In
extending the committee's campaign
of world-wid- e
usefulness.
The committee estimates that there
are not less than 2,000,000 lepers in
the world, 6,000 of whom have already
It Is
been bnptlzed as Christians.
the intention of the committee to
preach the Gospel to the afflicted victims of this horrible disease to palliate
their sufferings, to supply their simple wants and to help rid the world of
New York.

Announcement
M.

Accepted the Risk.
Kansas City, Mo. Because he refrained from kissing before marriage, leprosy.
Ninety-sistations In various parts
the bride of a year was glad. Because he refrained since, she Is sad. of the globe are maintained by the
lawyers believe she accepted the risk. committee. Of these 59 are In India,
Burma and Ceylon, 14 In China, three
Prince Rupert Is the most Important In the United States and the remain'Ashing port on the Faciflc const.
ing scattered through Japan, Korea,
x

Rail-

"
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""

"''''J'"
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Re-

Since the death of Colonel Roosevelt,
In Washington have
been recalling many Incidents Illustrative of the tremendous vitality of
the man, his determination to get
things accomplished, and his unwillingness to let red tape interfere with
the accomplishment of that which
seemed necessary to be done. One
of these Incidents was recounted the
other day by Col., William Boyce
Thompson, chairman of the RooseIt was
velt Memorial association.
narrated with much appreciation by a
congressman who didn't appreciate It
It ran
so much when It occurred.
as follows:
The government was
with the Pennsylvania and Baltimore
& Ohio railroads In the project for
a new union station the present fine
edifice. The site of the Pennsylvania's
old station now the mall near the
White House had been purchased by
the government, and it was purposed
But congress
to raze the buildings.
had been held late In a special session, and the members were anxious
to eet home, so It was decided to
nostnone the letting of bids for tear
ing down the buildings until congress
reassembled the next fall. This amy
naturally devolved on the committee
on the District of Columbia, which
has charge of government property
Meantime a major of
In the district.
engineers was placed In charge, as
custodian.
When the committee held its first
meeting at the next session of congress, the matter of letting contracts
for the razing of the old station was
brought up.
"Why, gentlemen," declared an asrepresentative, "there is
tonished
nothing to tear down. I walked past
there this morning, and there's noth
ing but the bare earth where the old
station stood."
e
for
The committee sent
the custodian, and the chairman asked
him sharply what had become of the
building he had charge of.
"It has been razed and the material
stored, sir," replied the major.
queried the
"By whose order?"
chairman, red in the face.
"By order of President Roosevelt,
post-hast-

sir."

did he get any au"Where In
thority to butt Into our business?"

exploded the chairman.
"Well, sir," said the major, "It is
not for me to question the authority
or the orders of my commander In
chief, but to obey them. And I did,

sir."

And congress decided to consider it

a fact accomplished, and let It
that.

go

at

Gullying Which Causes a Loss of Land and a Lowering of the Water Table,
(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Soil erosion, or the washing away
of earth by water, costs the farmers
of the United States $1,000,000 every
year. Soil losses from this cause oc
cur in every state of the Union and
in almost every county of every state.
Nine years ago the National Conservation congress' reported that 4,000,000
acres of farm land had been practically ruined by soil erosion. So seri
ous is the condition that Dr. N. S.
Shaler, formerly dean of the Lawrence Scientific school, was once
moved to remark that "If mankind
cannot devise and enforce ways of
dealing with the earth which will pre
serve this source of Ufe, we must look
forward to the time remote It may
be, yet clearly discernible when our
kind, having wasted Its greatest Inheritance, will fade from the earth
because of the ruin It has accomplished."
Ruina Fertile Land.
Erosion injures or practically ruins
fertile lands In a number of ways.
The upper and most fertile parts of
the soil are washed away until the
land becomes barren and unproduc
tive. Deep gullies are formed which
result In an actual loss of land for
cultivation, a lowering of the water
table and a deficient supply of mois
ture. Drainage ditches are often filled
up with sand, which frequently results in the flooding of the adjoining
bottom land and the destruction of
crops. Rich bottom lands are often
covered with deposits of sand washed
from the hill lands. Hence the direct
losses of the upland farmer are the
land occupied by gullies, smaller crop
yields each year, and a continued decrease In the value of the land. Some
of the losses of the bottom farmer are
the land covered to a great depth with
sand, crops damaged by. overflows or
deposits of eand, a continued decrease
In the value of the land, and the
money Invested In the construction of
drainage ditches that have been filled
or partly filled with sand. Thus it is
apparent that both the bottom and the
upland farmer should be concerned la

the adoption of effective measures for
stopping erosion.
Methods of Preventing Erosion.
Since erosion la due largely to the
rapid movement of the rain water over
the surface of the ground, methods of
preventing erosion must cause the water either to sink Into the soil or flow
away slowly over the surface to a
drainage channel. If the rain water
were absorbed by the soil as fast as
It falls, there would be very little
erosion.
In order to drink up surface water
rapidly a soil must be very permeable,
which means that It must contain fairly large open spaces through which the
rain water can pass easily, or where
It can be stored temporarily. Some
soils are naturally very permeable. A
number of ways of Increasing the
permeability of a soil are deep plowing, plowing under organic matter

such as manure, stubble, stalks and
cover crops; the practice of tile drainage, and, In certain soils, the use of
explosives.

Protection of Vegetation.
covering the surface oí
the ground protects the soil from the
direct action of the rain and checks
the flow of the water over the surface,
giving the soil a better opportunity 'to
absorb the water. It Is therefore Important that some kind of cover crop,
such as vetch, clover, oats, wheat or
rye, be grown on the land during the
winter or at any time that the land
is not used for other crops.
Contour plowing, which consists of
breaking the ground along level lines
across the slopes, reduces the flow of
water directly down the slope. Also
In planting and cultivating the crops
the same level lines are followed so
that a shallow trough Is made above
each row. Most of the rain water Is
caught and held In this trough until
It either evaporates or is absorbed by
the soil. Contour plowing should Invariably be practiced on all hill lands.
The beginning of a great many gullies
Is due to the practice of plowing and
cultivating directly up and down the
Vegetation

elopes.

A Bachelor's Complaint.
cannot say that the quarrels of
men and their wives ever made any
great Impression upon me, or had much
tendency to strengthen me In those
resolutions which I took up
long ago upon more substantial considerations. What oftenest offends me
at the house of married persons where
I visit, is an error of quite a different
description
it Is that they are too
loving.. Not too loving neither; that
does not explain my meaning. Besides,
why thould that offend me? The very
themselves from the
act of
rest of the world, to have the fuller
tnjoyment of each other's society, Implies that they prefer one another to
Showing Erosion Between Cotton Rows Where Rows Are Run Direct,
all the world. But what I complain View
Up and Down the Slope, a Practice Which la Responsible for a Largj
ly
of Is, that they carry this preference
Percentage
of Badly Eroded Lands.
In
up
the
they
perk
it
undisguisedly,
co
faces of us single people so shamelessly, you cannot be in their company a
BOLL WEEVIL LOSES GROUND BEEF CATTLE IMPROVEMENT
moment without being made to feel,
avowal
open
by some indirect hint or
Year in History of Insect That Take Care to Develop to Greatest Ex- that you are not the object of his pref- Second
tent Those Portions From Which
Has Been Reduction in
There
Lamb.
Charles
erence.
Cuts Are Taken.
Infested Territory.

I

anti-soci-

Da Vlncl Thought of Tank.
Italy has Just celebrated the fourth
centenary of Leonardo da Vinci's
death. His name has been often mentioned during the war and his prophetic genius recalled. It is known that
he Intended to build airplanes for war
purposes, but It Is now claimed also
that he was the first to think of the
tank. In his letters to II Moro he
speaks of armored cars which could
shelter the occuDants and drive right
amongst the enemy's masses, slaying
It Is
and shattering all opposition.
unfortunate that more is not known
Slam, the Straits Settlements, the of Leonardo's intentions, and of the
Malay states, the Philippines, Africa, wav in which he nronosed to propel his
craft. Horses might possibly have
Madagascar and Dutch Guiana.
Dr. J. W. McKean of Omaha, head been intended, for If a horse could
of the Chleng Mai hospital and dis- rnrrv less welcht than the armored
pensary In Slam and the head of leper motor, protection In those days was
work In that section, reports to the more easily got than now. But it is
Presbyterian board of foreign missions certainly very singular to read that his
that the lepers have undertaken week- cars were to charge ahead while the
ly voluntary offerings for church infantry would follow behind for this
Not having any coin Is exactly what happened four hundred
benevolences.
envelopes they made their own out of years after his death.
scraps of paper, many manifesting
Wrong Diagnosis.
great skill in spite of flngerless hands
old gentleman
picturesque
"That
or stumps of arms with which they
Bitting there under the tree must be
worked.
In Japan, Korea, the Philippines at least an octogenarian," commented
and parts of China leprosy Is said to the motorist who had stopped for a
prevail to the extent of one person to drink of water'.
"Say, look yur!" truculently reeach 1,000 population.
Doctor McKean warned the king of Slam and turned Gabe Yaw of the Sandy Mush
through the Presbyterian board warns rejlon. "You're talking about my
years old
the world that there is urgent need Uncle Rip He's eighty-twfor the enlargement In the scope, ajd can't take up for himself, but I
equipment and efficiency of the leper vant you to understand, by thunder,
tiiat he halnt no part nigger IM
asylums.

GIVE AID TO LEPERS
been made by William

OF nUCH VALUABLE FARM LAND

-

serve In the barracks, the reds cursing and beating those not blessed with
good looks. As for the
girls, to use the words of their former
teacher, they 'suffered Insults of the
most horrible nature.
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NOVELTY AT A WEDDING

MEASURES FOR PREVENTING

EFFECTIVE

Quality That Was Characteristio

States Consul at Omsk picture

Relates Horrors of

GOT TMIIIGS D0ÜE

ROYALTY CHEERS WOUNDED

Red Carnival of
Death Described
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(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)

Due to the hard winter of 1917-1the boll weevil lost ground In his conquest of the cotton belt last year. This
is exceptional in the history of the
weevil, in that It is the second year
since the establishment of this Insect
In the United States that there has
been a net reduction In territory In
fested by this pest.
This does not mean that the move
ment of the boll weevil has been per
manently stopped, in ; fact, tne net
loss of territory for the year was but
a fraction of the loss at the begin
ning of 1918. Much of the lost ter
ritory was regained by the weevil later
In the year.
The losses In territory occurred in
Texas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Alabama. The weevil gained territory In
Florida,- South Carolina, Georgia, and
New Mexico. This Is the first report
of the boll weevil on cotton in New
Mexico, where It was found in the
Pecos valley.
The weevil has reached the southernmost limits of cotton production In
Florida. It Is steadily gaining new territory in South Carolina. Almost the
cotton belt Is now inentire
fested.
Altogether the weevil Invaded only
mino srmnre miles of new territory
during 1918. It lost 46,000 square
miles of formerly infested territory,
mntln; net loss of 30,500 Square
miles. About 150,000 square miles of
cotton territory still remain

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Ia the Improvement of beef cattle
care has been taken to develop to the
greatest extent those portions of the
d
body from which are secured the
cuts of beef. These points-shoulbe kept In mind when selecting breeding animals.
high-price-

SYSTEM

OF

SHEEP

FARMING

Farmer Cannot Be Successful and IgBoth
nore Wool and Mutton
Worthy of Consideration.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
A system of sheep farming that is
to be continuously successful cannot
Ignore either wool or mutton. In many
cases the two products will be worthy
In others
of equal consideration.
either one may be emphasized accord
ing to the peculiarities of conditions,
management and marketing.

PRODUCE LARGE MILK YIELDS
Animal Is Necessarily of Different
Type for Production of Beef-B- reed
Not Found.

d

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
As the type of animal necessary for
the production of large yields of milk
Is entirely different from that of the
beef animals, it has been Impossible
to produce a breed which would combine these functions, and be of suped
rior merit fpr both purposes.

THE

,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SOLDIERS MAKE
SIXTY MILLION

VISITS TO

)

Registered French Perdieron Stallion,

LEOPOLD

Recorded, Perdieron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
by M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

ture.
Among the outstanding figures embraced In the report, under the head
of the several departments of Y. M.
C. A. work, are the following:
General Attendance at buildings,
00,212,823; amount of postage stamps
sold, $1,022,210.48; money orders sold,
$1,080,000.92; envelopes given away,
31,100,170; pieces of mail handled,
10,212,755; comrades in service committees organized,. 2.001 ; number of
men serving otr these committees,

Season of 1919
Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North of ROY,
(Jr To insure (Jolt to Teat

rfv

1 CÍ1X1S,

vrvirP Keseryea

U1.CA.

Stupendous figures showing something of the activities of the Xrmy
i'oung lien's Christian Association in
the Southern Department during the
year ending April 30, 1919, have just
been compiled at Southern Department headquarters at San Antonio,
Tex. The Southern Department embraces the states of Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico and
Arizona, and according to the figures
submitted to Executive Secretary II.
II. Simmons by Business Secretary L.
G. Williamson, the total attendance at
T. SI. 0. A. buildings during the year
was 60,212,823 or equivalent to more
than half the population of the United
States. Statistics are based on dally
reports covering each of the 303 days
during the year Just closed.
A most remarkable showing Is made
by the religious work department, a
very positive refutation of the claim
on the part of some people that the
soldiers dodge religious services. During the year, according to the report,
there were 18,092 religious Hirelings
with an attendance of 2,719,719. The
movies, with n total of 10,997 showings, had an attendance of 3,914,081.
JBy way of explanation, It Is said that
It Is only fair to admit that many religious services were held Immediately
ofter the movies, thus getting the benefit of the movie audiences. It is well
known that motion pictures draw attendance as no other amusement fea-

1

J

?

,

iplO.

6,581.

$12.50 for Season. Impregnator
Friday
Monday,

Service by experienced breeder each

Social Number of 'entertainments
other than motion pictures, 13,453 total attendance at same, 5.473,412 ; number of entertainers pa rttcf pitting,
805; motion picture programs, 10,'997;
attendance at same, 3514.081 : socials,

and

Wednesday,

prevent accidents but will not be respon- Parting with, or removing mare from the neighborhood forfeits insurSfbttúld any oc ur
payable at once, mare standing for same,
ance and season becomes due and
k

attendance at saine 78.(541.
Number porttctpntlng In
athletics, St2,174; participating In formal athletics,. 039,278;
participating In Informal athletics,
2.951,704; total spectators at above,
Physical
compulsory

George Cochrane, Keeper.

(5,037,401.

Number of class
ings, 44,382; class alfenifance, 951,907;
13.40S ; civilian teachs
distribute!,
ers, 5,435;
Educational

Pizarro's Famous Voyage.
December 28 is the anniversary ol
the fifth start of 1'izarro, in l."30, from
Panama for Peru. The daring voyager reared to give up his dream of
finding sold In lu; Andean kingdom,
The success of his enterprise from a'
i:ii )ney standpoint astounded the world
.ami resulted In the conquest of the;
1

...,

Í.:a3.

.i

Armageddon, mentioned
10:10, was the plain of Ksdiaclon,
tlio scone vf Israeli! Is!; victories and
hence the term is used to signify the
scene of a momentous test of any
kind, especially of a decisive battle.
It was used by the Progressive national convention in 1Ü1- -, and has
been frequently used in connection
with the war.

6

'

Valuable African Tree.
tree known ns the shea Is
to attract commercial altenilon in
Western Africa. It supplies tin natives
not only villi nuts, which they highly
prize, but with a butler that may become an article of commercial importance. It is already exported to Europe, where makers of artificial butter
Cud use for It
begin-.Din-

g

1,800,7(17 ; lecture.
pamphlets,
88.727; attendance at lectures, 2.W3,-92books loaned. 130.7151; total volumes in library, 203,78 fc
Religious Religious meetings.
attendance at sanu, 2,71!),7li;
Itible class sessions, 9.91IJ; soldier nnd
sailor leaders at same, 4,497; attwul-anc- e
at same, 213,571; meetings of Inner circles or prnyer cireles, 327;
at same, 7,537 ;: normal training class sessions, 255; attendance. ;it
same, 1,079; Christian life work
907; Christian decisions,
Scriptures and portions distributed, 384,027; other Christian literature distributed, 810,944; persnHMil
Christian interviews, 201,10; visits to
sick, 593,404.
,
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GOOD FEU.ER,
DOnM

SAN SO
tAKKE NVUCH 0FFERENCE
NOU
EU. US Oft.
SOrAEftOON ELSE, JEST SO

Tft,-09-2;

VNHE-ÍVAE-

nou el. sorAtBOsyy
will do us &nnr

r

Crude Tools, Artistic Work.

Torres straits,,
nomerous ornament out of tortoise and pearl, shells.
Hair iirnbs. earrings, finger rings,
chains and brooches made of tortoise
mother-of-peashell and inlaid with
Ano! often
finish.
artistic
an
are givn
the only tovl used is a knife- or a
piece of broken glass.
The

of

natives

v2ncenKlrmd,

71.-17- 5;

n.nke

rl

INCREASE NUMBER
OF
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The New Store
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MICKIE

1 In the Foster Block, Roy,
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1EW ST0CK
AT

MEBCHRNOISE

MORE PGES
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FAIR PRICES
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We Buy Butter and Eggs
AtHighest Market Prices
Produce.
and all Farm and Ranch
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Groceries

WORKERS

.
n
munins

.

t
KTisr
rmisiice fsiQncu
Welfare Body Has 6,30
"Over There."
n

i

a

.

.

.

Of the total mimher,
are mw,
portion of whom are directing
overseas work from th()I'uris
headquarters, while the great majority
are scattered from Archangel to Koine,
nnd from Vladivostok to Brest and
London itnd the north of Scotland.
There are 2,1S7 women workers
abroad. Slost of these are helping: to
give pleasure to the men wlxo go to the
Y. M. C. A. leave areas, on tiu Riviera,
at Ais les BahíS, at Cauterets In the
Hautes Pyrenees, and elsewhere. More
a small
(he 'Y"

are assisting la the motion-pictur- e
entertainment of the troops.
In the overseas entertainment bureau of the waV work council there
re C35 men and women workers
abroad. Of these, 352
recruited
by the Overseas Theater league workers 125 men and 227 women. The
remainder, 283, were enlisted by the
"Y" entertainment section.
Since the beginning of Its overseas
work, the Y. M. C. A. has sent 11,229
men and women abroad 8,338 men
men
and 2,891 women. Of these,
and 234 women hove returned, eleven
were killed In nctlon, three died of
wounds and 50 from disease, and otter
causes,
40
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Dry Goods, Shoes
Clothing
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Conditions Next Winter Says
Survey.

Geological

MINES IDLE WITHOUT ORDERS,
Who

(Those

Delay

Implements,
Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks
'Farm Machinery '
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separator

Ordering)

Longer May Not Get Their
Fuel

Later

On.

Th8 United States Geological Survey
nnounces from Washington the prob-- f
ability of another general coal short
ago next fall nnd winter.
The nnj
la based,
the Survey;
nouncenient
study oí
Btatea, upon a nation-widconditions In the bituminous Held,
Unless steps ore taken nt once, tho
Survey says, to place the mines upon'
a basis of increased production there
Is every prospect of a repetition to;
nonie degree of th situation that pre-- !
ailed in the United' States during the
winter of 1917-1The only way prodnrtion can be stlm
uTated at the present time, it Is said, lá
by placing orders with the mines fop
coat which will be needed later onj
"Production during the first five mouthy
of the year," reads
"felt
oT,292,000 net tons, or approximately
25
below production during Hie first"
five nmnths of 1918. Mines are product
lug cool now at the rate of from 8,000,-- i
000 to 8,500,000 tons a weefe. An aver-- j
tge oirtput of 10,700,000 tons a week!
nuiit be mniiitalned from June 1 to
January 1 next if the country's estimated needs of 50),000,0('H tons this
yer are to be met."
Evil of Delayed Orders.
At no time (luring this year has the'
rate of production approached the re--1
quired tannage. The tendewy on the
part of buyers to hold off placing their
orders I limiting production, as the
mines cannot store coal at tli point of
production, and when the- rush of
orders for the winter's need comes
next fall' there Is grave danger that
the niinesv with depleted labor forces
and the probability of less adequate
transportation, will be unable to meet
the demands. The result of suh n sIN
nation would be an insufficient supply,
for the requirements of domestic con-- i
Burners, nubile utilities and industrial,
users generally.
"It Is- believed that requirements for
this year;" reads a Survey statement!
to Fuel Administrator Garfield, "willi
be about 530,000,000 tons of blltrminousi-coalof which approximately 30,000,000;
tons have been used from stocks nccu-- :
inulated last year, leaving 500,000,()00'
tons to He produced. Of this 500,000,-00- 0
tons were produe-- ;
ed during the first five months., leaving!
322,000,000 tons to be produced In the!
remaining 30 weeks, or an average of
j
10.700,000 tons a week.
"Tims far this year prodnrtion has,
been at the rate of 8,200,000 tons a
week. In 3918 production was at the
rate of 11,300,000 tons a week.
"This production will be difficult of ac-- ;
coniplisbment. The capacity oí operating mines at the present time with labor;
now on? the payroll is about 10 lower,
than It was last year. This- deficiency.
may be- made up in part or wholly if
lie mines have orders sufficient to run,
them five or six days a week unless tho
threatened exodus of foreigorborn labor
occurs,
May Be Car Shortage,
"Present wage agreements between!
operators and miners expire with
the proclamation of peace by t lie Pres-- ;
ident. A suspension of mining operations while a new wage agreement is,:
behig negotiated would, of course, seriously interfere with the production of'
-oat and If it should occur during
buyers,
would cnuse a
'
and consumers of coal.'"
There is no use In, gambling upon:
this or any other contingency, fuel administration officials- say. The firm or
Individual who wants, to be sure of an
adequate coal supply next winter can
be certain by buying coal now. There-ino other way such assurance,
Transportation also,
can be obtained.
promises to be a limiting factor If
tide of demand comes at a
the country's record crops are
being carried. In some districts It
would appear certain that, notwithstanding- the utmost endeavors of th
e
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Cook stove,

8
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fir-- t

class repair, see or write
J. II. Criswell, Roy, N
Wanted
by man a
wife, experienced and reliable.
Also.understands gas tractc
office
Inquire at
WoTk on ranch
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Roberts & Oiver have start
the construction of their luml ( r
shed aad office this week..
Kay Carr is the contractor,
I

S. Murdoch
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Dentist will be
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A Tree.

f art, a enthedral i
the greatest. Ju vast and ma jest. :
tree is greater than thai IL. U..
lieechert.
Of aliiwmks

The Astrologer.
An astrologer,

who waw fitmed' tr

great lea ruing and hi
of tile stars, went nut for

krwwled..: i
a, walk. As.

lie

aft the time looking vp-ahe sid to himself: "Ob
how much wlsw am I tinea most I'Hii.
All Hit? secrets of the sin:- - we known
1 mul
to mi;them a other men
read i)oiks. . . ." Titus, speaking,
lie Cirrae to a well, hut, being far too
busy, praising his own cleverness to.
nolle ir, he tripped end fell In. Iiend-lon;md there he had to. stay- until
his servant, hearing his cries, cniiia-anjii'.Ked him out. Aesop's Fables.
the-sky- ,

s,

1

Five months after the sIpnlDír of the
Rriulstlce the Young Men's Christian
nnsociation luid S.üi'jd workers over- seas, aeeonlin,' to an oflielal statement
issued by the national war work eouu-- '
til of the association. The figure
hows an Increase of 7i;G workers since
last Xovenilier, indieatinji; that the Y.
II. C. A. has strengthened its forces,
despite the return of troops to Amer
ica, to meet the preater need for its
work that came with the end of thft

than
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Stove Store

Closing Out
now at a Bargain

-

53.8;

"ThélTiíísTPercheron Horse Company,

Tin shop,

Oil WAY j GOVT.

Stupendous Figure
Given Out by
Southern Department Headquar-- 1
ters Religious Meetinga
Popular.
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Baum Bros
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;Railrod Administration find the utilization of its experience last fall, car
shortage will be a cause limiting bituminous coal production, and foe that
reason It is problematical whether the
.expected production of OOO.OCKXOOO tons
Wi be attained this year.
Shortage of labor already Is a factor that Is cutting down the output in
some coal producing

sections, accord-

He Patronizes Me

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried, Experienced

A

uctioneer

If yoa want the services of an
SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory,, it will make you
Money to consult me before making your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.
.

ing to the Survey's report. The operaNo Sale toa Large or Small,
tors report that from 3(5,000 to 40,000
forolgn-borminers expect to return to
Europe as soon as they can get passYou cm have SAIJ) BILLS
ports and that many have ajready reprinted
and make dates at the
turned. If continued this movement
will be ciipable of producing but one Spanish American Office.
Rjy
result a reduction of the amount of
coal ffilned In districts where the mine New Mexico.
ririoT is largely foreign-born- ,
and tlier
.are many such districts.
"V
REFERENCES.'
He who needs coal should hesitate
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
no longer. Now. ia the time to buy
n

--

,oai,
'

Roy,,N. M.
Citizens State Bank,

MilId,N.'M

